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Resonant Filters for the EPS

For: ass-1s Plus, ASH.-ti].
Product: Resonant Filter Disk LU
{V 1.2 reviewed).
Price: $39.95.
From: Waveboy Industries, PD Hort 233,
Paoli PA 19301, (215) 251-9562.

The story so far: Waveboy's Parallel
Effects Disk contains new effects al-
gorithms, loadable from disk, that let you
patch the EPS-16 Plus or ASE.-lil internal
effects in parallel. Their second product,
the Audio In Effects disk, can route audio
outputs through the sampling audio input
jack — essentially turning your sampler
into a variation on the DPI4 signal pro-
cessing theme. Both cost $39.95, and
received glowing reviews in the Hacker
by Yours Truly. My opinion about them
has not changed over time: Each one is
still one of the biggest bargains around

Craig rlnderrnn

for multiplying the power of your instru-
1116111.

So now Waveboy has finally done what
you’ve always wanted to do with your
Ensoniq filters — make them resonant. It
does this by offering a disk-loadable ef-
fects algorithm that creates a 4-pole filter
with resonance. But that's not all the al-
gorithm does; there‘s also a fast ADSR
envelope generator, sample-and-hold
modulation source (“In memory of rny
dear old Odyssey and Avatar," as noted in
the manual), and effects.

A second algorithm allows for 1-op FM
synthesis with effects. FM+FX makes
some wonderful clangorous sounds but
does not compare with even the simplest
FM synthesizer in terms of sophistication.
Nonetheless, there's a sort of “avant-
primitive" feel that's perfect for indus-
trial-strength music.

Having all this on disk and ready to load
was clearly designed to make people like
me salivate with anticipation, so now the
big question is how well it meets expecta-
tions.

What It ls
The package includes a CD-insert sized
manual (20 pages) and a single EPS flop-
py disk containing 4 files. In addition to
the two effects algorithms described
earlier, there are two instrument files. Rea
Minintoog includes five minimoog
waveforms (one on each layer), and three
waves dropped an octave on the remain-
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ing layers. You can run these through the resonant filter for a
sort of “Minimoog Construction Set." (If you want some Mini-
moog white noise to go along with it, this is probably a good
time to plug my Ensoniq Signature Series Disks, Vol. 1, which
has some looped Minimoog white noise samples along with
other Minimoog curios.)

DX-16 PLUS uses sine waves to create typical FM sounds. It’s
very velocity sensitive, which can be used to advantage. Se-
quencing allows for tight control over velocity values during
the editing process, so you can create extremely complex-
sounding lead lines with a wide timbral range.

Getting Storled
It's simple to get started: Boot the sampler, load the instrument
you want (Minitnoog and,-‘or FM), and go.

Editing is as expected. You scroll through the editable effects
parameters, and mutate sounds as you go along. What is not ex-
pected are the envelope times -— they’re in actual seconds, in-
stead of EATUs (Ensoniq Arbitrary Time Units). When are all
manufacturers -—- I'm not just singling out Ensoniq — going to
give calibration in standardized units (time, frequency, etc.)'t"

‘What you might also not expect (unless you’ve read previous
reviews) is that if you scroll to the end of the effects para-
meters, you’ll find Waveboyls address, phone number, and
copyright notice.

Inside the Algorithms
Rea filter algorithm effects parameters are: filter frequency and
resonance; filter envelope attack, decay, sustain, and release;
amount of envelope and keyboard modulation; trigger mode
(single, where you have to lift your fingers off the keys to
retrigger the envelope, or multi, where each new keypress trig-
gers an envelope); filter modulation type and amount, with 12
possible sources including off and sample-and-hold;
sample-and-hold time; filter level and pan; and individual sends
to the chorusfdelay and reverb.

The chorusidelay is a two-tap delay line with variable speed
LFU. The first tap includes level, pan, delay, feedback, and
LFU depth. The second tap lacks the feedback parameter. The
delay for each tap ranges from fl ms to l5{li] ms.

The reverb offers volume, pan, predelay, room size, decay
time, diffusion, and high frequency damping. The dry signal
paths for both the reverb and chorusfdelay include level and
pan controls.

FM algorithm parameters are: FM modulation index; chorus
with rate, depth, delay, volume, and pan; and reverb with the
same parameters as the rex filter reverb. However, note that the
FM algorithm derives both carrier and modulator signals from
bus l {panning a signal to -99 sends it to the carrier, and pan-
ning to +99 routes it to the modulator), so bus 2 is free. I guess

Waveboy had some processing power left to mess around with,
because they threw in a chorus!delay and reverb (with the same
parameters as the rex filter) for bus 2 signals.

Applications ond Gotchos
The resonant filter algorithm doesn't turn your sampler into a
Minimoog, but it sure comes close. Having just finished a Min-
imoog emulation disk for a different keyboard, l’m tuned in to
that particular sound right now — and the rec filter is very
good.

The only real limitation becomes apparent when you put the al-
gorithm on your own signals: the filter is global, so you can’t
have individual filter articulation on each note. The multiple
trigger option helps give the “look and feel" of polyphonic fil-
tering, but it's not entirely convincing. in some cases, this is an
advantage; many older instruments had this type of filter
response, and I know of no way to recreate this vintage sound
with modem gear other than by using the Waveboy disk.

The FM synth algorithm is limited; you won’t get BX? imita-
tion Fender Rhodes sounds (now that I think about it, that’s
kind of a comforting thought). Also, it works best monophoni-
cally if you want clean sounds; polyphonically the sampler
sounds like it’s going through a fuaztonc. As guitarists will tell
you, that means you can get away with playing octaves,
fourths, and fifths, but other intervals can get pretty dirty.
Making value judgements about these sounds is risky — I
loved some of the distorted, gritty effects —- so let‘s just say
that the more you like techno and industrial, the more you'll
like this algorithm.

As you might expect, the emphasis is on the filter and FM parts
of the algorithms, so the Waveboy reverbs aren’t going to make
Lexicon quake in fear. But they sure are useful, as are the
chorus and delay.

Bock to the Future
What‘s interesting here is that Waveboy has gone very “cutting
edge" with this release, keying right into the analog synth
revivaliindustrial music confluence. For this reason, it may turn
out to be their most successful disk to date —- and it should be,
because I know of no other way you can get two popular vin-
tage synths effects for S-fill].

All in all, l’m delighted with Waveboy's latest offering. As
with the previous two disks, it’s hip, inexpensive, clever, and
useful. What more do you want for that price‘?

P.S. I’d sure like to see a graphic or parametric EQ next.

Bio: Craig rlnderton is a musician {ten recordings), author
(eleven book.s,l, and tectttrer. in addition to his duties as
Editor-at-Large for Guitar Player and West Coast Editorfo
EQ, he seerns to be turning into the Hacker's "designers:
re viewer” for Waveiroy disks.
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Ensoniq News

We are pleased to announce that starting in Iuly all SQ-l PLUS 32
Voice, SQ-2 32 Voice and KS-32 keyboards will be coming with
Talking Owns-r's Manuals’ cassettes free in the box. You have
read about these helpful tutorials here in the Hacker, and they will
now be included for free!

A SCSI option will be available for the TS-10 Performance,fCom-
position Synthesizer starting in July. The SP-4 interface will allow
read-only access to the growing library of CD-RDMs for the
ASR-10r'EPS-16 PLUS and will allow TS-10 owners who may also
have an Ensoniq sampler with a hard drive instant access to their
already compiled libraries. The SP-4 will cost $249.95 including
installation, and is available from any Ensoniq Authorized Repair
Station.

Third Party News
We'd like to welcome Ruff Beat Productions (Sample CDs) and
Anthony Ferrara (Music!) to our Hacker family of advertisers.
Check out their wares irI the Booteeq.

The Austrian Sound Library got a very favorable review in Issue
#95 — just about the same time that their phone number changed.
If you've been trying to reach them, ny: (Austria) l-S26 3? '14.

TRANSONIQ-NET
HELP WITH QUESTIONS

All of the individuals listed below are volunteers! Please take that
into consideration when calling. If you get a recording and leave a
message, let ‘em know if it's okay to call back collect (this will
greatly increase your chances of getting a return call).

All Ensoniq Gear -- Ensoniq Customer Service. 9:30 am to noon,
1:15 pm to 6:30 pm EST Monday to Friday. 215-64'?-3930.

All Ensoniq Gear - Electric Factory (Ensoniq's Ausualia distributor).
Business hours - "Ii'ictoI'ia. (03) 4S059SS.

Sampling - The International Samplers Cooperative, 310-455-2653 or
via lv1usoBBS, S13-SS4-6199.

SD-1 Questions - Philip Magnorta, 401-46?-435?, 4 pm — 12:30 EST.

VFH Sound Programming Questions - Dara Ioncs, Compuscrvc:
'l'l055,ll13 or Midi-net and Fido-net. The local BBS is the Nightfly in
Dallas: 214-342-2236.

SD-1 Questions -- John Cox, 609-SSS-5519, (Ni) 6 - it pm EST.

SQ-S0 Questions - Robert Romano, 601'-533-T323. Any oi‘ time.

Hard Drives Sr Drive Systems, Studios, Sr Computers - Rob Feincr,
Cinetunes. 914-963-53111: 11 am - 3 pm EST. Compuscrve:
’i'l024,l2.55.

EPS, EPS-16 PLUS, St ASR-10 Questions - Garth Hjelte. Rubber
Chicken Software. Pacific Time (WA). Call anytime. If message,
24-hour callback. (206) S21-5054.

ESQ-1 AND SQ-S0 Questions - Tom McCaffrey. ESQUPA. 215-
S30-0241, before 11 pm Eastern Time.

ESQ-1 Questions - Jim Johnson, (503) 634-0942. S am to 5 pm
Pacific Time (DR).

EPSfMIRAGEfESQfSQ-S0 M.U.G. 24-Hour Holline - 212-465-
3430. Leave name, number, address. 24-hr Callback.

Sampling Sr. Moving Samples — Jack Loesch, (903) 264-3512. East-
ern Time (N..l.). Call after 6:00 pm.

MIDI Users - Eric Earagar, Canadian MIDI Users Group, (613) 392-
6296 during business hours, Eastern Time (Toronto, DNT) or call
MlDIL1l'~l'E BBS at (613) 966-6323 24 hours.

Mirage Sampling - Mark Wyar, (216) 323-1205. Eastern time cone
(DH). Calls between 6 pm and 11 pm.

SQ-1, KS-S2, 8: SD-1 Questions - Pat Finnigan, 31?-462-E446. 8:00
am to 10:00 pm EST.

ESQ-1, MIDI 8: Computers - Joe Slater, (404) 925-T929. Eastern
time cone.

Tested and Approved Hard Drives for the EPSs
The drives listed below are known to be compatible with tho EPS and
EPS-15 PLUS at the time of testing. Changes in firmware or hardware by
drive manufacturers may make later versions incompatible {with the ex-
ception of PS Sy-stains. Hamtak (Eltalton), and Ftontara whose drives are
configured to work specifically with Ensoniq products). Drives notin-
cluded on this list may also work just fine. For up-to-data information
about specific drives call Ensoniq Customer Service: 21 5-E14?-3930.

IIIAHUFACTUFIEFI IIDDEL
Dynatok All Models r

All Models
All Models
All Models

Frontera
PS Systems
Flamtok (E|tekon}
Flodime 45plus, Eoplus, toopius, 140plus
htlictotech
PL1

H45, N20, N40, use, H100, N150
45 Meg Flemovable

lvlass ltticro Datapactt 45

Drives Reported to Work by Readers
The following drives have been reported to work satisfactorily with
reader's EPS systems. Ho guarantees — but they'll probably work with
yours. Try to try before you buy.

Jasmine Direct Drive 100 Duantum 100M, 210M
PowerDrivo-t4 Saagate sets
Syquest 555 {removable} Tech Data Model 60a

I I I I I

Subscription lnfonrntzion
US: $23fyear. All others: $32tyaar {please use International Money
Order, payable in US funds]. Please make payable and mail to:

Trartsoniq Hacker, 1402 SW Upland Dr., Portland, DFi 0?221



Rock Through MIDI

 '

For: "ll'F]'[a, Sfis, EPSI, .l'tSRs, TS-lil, SQ-El].
Product: Reel: Through MIDI, a collection of 67 rock patterns and licks
sequences.
From: Terrence Lester, New Sound Music, P D Box 3'l363, flak Park,
MI 4823?. Phone: (313) 355-3643.
Price: $49.95, manual included.

This package includes a disk of 6'? sequences and a manual
which includes notated music for each sequence. As stated in
the manual, “Most of the sequences are renditions of popular
rock patterns and licks as played by some of the top rock key-
board players such as Elton John, Stevie Wonder, Billy Joel,
Bruce Hornsby, Little Richard, Jerry lee Lewis, etc." This
product is available for several platforms such as Ensoniq,
Korg, Yamaha, Roland, and computer sequencers.

Let me start this review by saying I originally loaded up this
disk with a somewhat skeptical attitude toward pre-
programrned rhythms and accompaniments. This negativity was
fairly quickly modified when Irealiaed that I was spending
more time jamming than writing the article. ‘What this means is
that I ended having a lot of fun playing along with the se-
quences.

Overall, a wide variety of rock music is represented in this col-
lection. There's a strong emphasis on the twelve-bar blues,
offering several variations of this classic pattern. My favorite
sequences were the ones influenced by the Doors, and the few
bordering on fusion-jaas.

Each sequence is typically arranged in four, eight, or twelve bar
phrases. They are essentially rhythm tracks you can improvise
solos over. Some have a solo line on top of the rhythm tracks.
These solos are notated in the manual, which is good for learn-
ing the part and experimenting with variations. The manual is
well done, showing notated music for all examples. One area
the manual is weak in is offering advice or discussion for
beginners on how to improvise over the various styles. The
music usually indicates the key the example is in, but often
nothing else. Several sequences need simple riff ideas or even
pentatonic scales to give a framework in which to improvise.
Some examples name the song they are based on, so one could
listen to that for ideas.

Now a bit about the quality of the sequences. The parts of each
sequence are well executed, sounding as if they have been
played by an actual human being. They're not mechanical
sounding like programmed drum patterns often are. I do have a
few complaints, though. I reviewed this product on my
VFX-sd, so these complaints may not apply to other platforms.
First of all, the mix of each sequence is inexplicable. The
drums are loud and the piano and bass parts are quiet. The

Jim Grate

manual says that if this is the case, scale up the velocities of the
quiet tracks. Applying a scale factor of about 1.5 to the velocity
of the piano and bass tracks did help, but it's a pain to have to
do this for several instruments in every sequence (there’s 6?,
remember?). This should have been done before I bought the
product. Also, the sounds selected for the tracks were probably
not what I would have picked. But, then again, that's the beauty
of sequencing — I could easily pop in my favorite sounds.

Conceptually speaking, this package is an excellent tool for
beginners to learn the basics of rock keyboard playing and solo
improvisation. The manual is clear and concise, making a good
companion to the sequences. I would have liked to see a wider
variety of examples, maybe some excerpts from Keith Emer-
son. Presumably, Terrence will fix little details such as track
mix, etc. The bottom line is, like any musician, I couldn’t help
but enjoy jamming along with these fun rhythm tracks. —

Bio: Jim Grate has been programming and playing synthesizers
for years. He is fascinated equally by both science and art,
thinking andfeeling, programming and ttnbridled jamming.
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Put Your SQ/KS Pitches on ct Diet

Admit it, the day you walked home with your SQ-l, SQ-2,
SQ-R or KS-32 under your arm you were probably thinking
how with 21- or 32-voice polyphony you'd never run out of
voices or need another synth. Then lvlurphy‘s Law of Se-
quencing raised its ugly head: You can never have too many
voices! That's right, you heard the one thing that all sequencer
users dread, voice stealing! How could this be? You went
back and looked over your composition and you were using
nowhere near enough notes to use up all those voices...or were
you?

The heart of the problem lies in the SQIKS voicing architec-
ture. With most synthesiaers up to the first generation of digi-
tal machines, the concept of “voice” and “note” were pretty
much the same. If we look at the old Ensoniq ESQ-1, we see
that a voice consisted of three oscillators, three LFOs, four en-
velopes, four amplifiers and a filter. There were eight voices
total, and we could play up to eight notes simultaneously. The
S-QIKS architecture is a lot different. A voice consists of one
oscillator, one LFO, one amplifier, three envelopes and two
multi-mode filters. This seems a lot more limited than the
ESQ-l voice, but the SQIKS allows us to layer up to three
voices in a patch. Then you get three oscillators, three LFEls,
nine envelopes, six filters and three amplifiers; we’ve gained
considerable flexibility at the cost of polyphony. But when
each note uses three voices, we are limited to only seven notes
on a 21-voice machine and ten notes on a 32-voice machine.

This may seem to he no big improvement over the ESQ-1, but
the fact is that many patches use less than three voices and the
voice allocation algorithms used are very sophisticated, so the
apparent polyphony is usually much greater. There are a num-
ber of techniques we can apply in order to maximise the num-
ber of simultaneous voices available for a sequence.

First, we can select patches which use only a single voice.
Secondly, we can take advantage of the voice priority
parameter to more efficiently allocate the voices amongst the
patches we are using. Third, we can take advantage of glide
modes to minimise voice usage for patches playing mono-
phonic lines. Lastly, we can actually “slim down” your
patches by modifying them to use less voices. We will look at
each method in turn and see the pros and cons of each.

To start with, let’s examine exactly how voices are allocated
in the SQIKS architecture. Every time we play a new note, the
microprocessor at the heart of the synth must decide where to
obtain the voices needed for that note. If we are playing only a
few notes at a time. there will be a pool of “available” voices
most of the time. Once we start approaching the voice limits,

Brian Rest

the processor may no longer have any voices available for a
new note, so it must steal one or more voices. There are three
main rules that the processor follows:

1. Voices can only be stolen if they are of equal or lower pri-
ority.

2. If a voice uses a sustaining waveform, it is released to the
“available” pool once the amplitude envelope reaches sero.

3. If a voice uses a non-sustaining waveform, it is released to
the “available” pool once the waveform has completed its
cycle or when the amplitude envelope reaches aero, whichever
comes first.

Let‘s look into the first option, using single voice patches
wherever possible in a sequence. Luckily, there are plenty of
useful patches that use only one voice. Some are obvious;
Clarinet, Bassoon and French Hom in the ROM bank, for ex-
ample. Punch up the WAVE page and we can see that each
uses only one voice. Unlike older synthesizers, there is no
need to layer voices to generate complex waveforms on the
SQIKS. Instead, high fidelity samples of these instruments are
in the wavetahles. Take a quick look through the RUM bank
and you'll find quite a few single voice patches.

Some patches that use only a single voice are not so obvious,
though. Let's look at two piano patches, Classic Piano (for
owners of machines with Megapiano waves) and Grand Act
(for owners of the original SQ-1 or SQ-R). Looking at the
WAVE page for Classic Piano shows both ‘iloice 1 and ‘iloice
2 turned on, but Voice l uses the wave l6 BIT PIANO-HI,
which extends only over the bottom octaves of the keyboard.
Similarly, Voice 2 uses 16 BIT PIANO-L0, which covers
only the upper octaves of the keyboard. This means that for
any key we depress, only one voice is actually used. In fact,
this patch is really a single voice patch, with different voices
in each of two aones on the keyboard. Grand Act also uses
only one voice at a time; this patch is separated into three
sones across the keyboard, with each sone using one voice.
Patches that make use of aones and velocity switching actual-
ly may only use one or two voices even though they are pro-
grammed with up to three voices as on.

Happily, drum kits also are single voice patches. Each kit has
up to seventeen aones across the keyboard, where each aone is
assigned only one voice. ln addition, most drum sotmds are of
short duration (crash cymbals being an obvious exception), so
the voices used up by the drums are quickly returned to the
available pool.



It would be wonderful if we could always use single voice
patches, but realistically we will seldom be able to use them
for all the sounds we need for a sequence. So if we must use
patches that require more voices, we can take advantage of the
voice priority scheme to help out a bit. Call up lass Piano (on
a lvlegapiano machine only) and go to the WAVE page.
‘Voices 1 and 2 use the 16 bit piano waves in sones, like Clas-
sic Piano-does, but lloice 3 adds the THUD waveform. Solo
Voice 3 and listen to the patch. You'll find that THLTD is only
audible in the upper octaves and it adds the sound of the harn-
mer mechanism to the patch. Since it is a percussive sound,
the voice will be released once the waveform has cycled or
the amplitude envelope has reached aero. We can change the
voice priority from medium to low, in which case if a new
voice is needed and Voice 3 is still sounding, it will be cut
off. In a dense mix, this is likely not to be very audible. To
see what this sounds like, try turning Yoice 3 off and playing
a few notes, then ttun the voice back on and play some more.
Yes, there is an audible difference, but in the context of a
typical sequence if some of the notes lose the THUD sound,
it's not going to be very noticeable. Other examples of
patches that can use this approach of lowering voice priority
for percussive voices are organs using one voice to provide
key click, or patches with percussive attacks (bells, mallets}
blending into sustained beds.

On the other hand, it may be necessary to raise the priority of
voices in some patches. A good example is using a patch like
String Section as a sustaining pad for a few bars. If some of
the notes in the pad drop out suddenly, it sticks out like a sore
thumb. We can raise the priority of the voices in the patch to
high and the voices will not be stolen. Crash cymbals are also
good candidates for high priority. since truncated cymbal
samples sound pretty ugly. Use the high priority assignment
sparingly! If all the patches use high priority voices, we have
gained nothing over the situation where all voices are meditnn
priority.

It's a good idea to not modify the voice priorities until we ac-
tually hear some voice stealing going on. This is because the
nature of voice stealing will be highly dependent on the se-
quence being played. What works fine for one song may not
work for another. lvlodify the voice priorities patch by patch
until the voice stealing is no longer audible.

A conunon cause of voice stealing is busy lead or bass lines
played over sustained pads. If the patch being used has a
moderately long release time, it's possible that one or two
more notes may start sotmding before the first note has actual-
ly stopped sounding. In this case, a quick fix is to go the
GLIDE page and set the glide mode to Retrigger or lvlini and
the glide time to sero. There will be no actual glide (por-
tamento) but the patch will respond monophonically. That
means that once we play a new note, all voices assigned to the
previous note are released. Retrigger and lvlini modes respond
differently, so try both and use whichever is appropriate.

Patches with long release times may sound odd in mono
mode. Try using the ROM patch, Heavenly, toggling between
the Off and Retrigger or lvlini modes while playing a lead line.
The difference is quite obvious. Now try the same thing with
the ROM patch Analog Power, which has a short release time,
and the difference is much less obvious. Processing the patch
with heavy reverb will mask the difference even further.

The last and most extreme technique to save voices is to ac-
tually ttnn off voices in a patch. For some patches, this is out
of the question. If we take a ROM patch like Mystic and solo
each of its two voices, it is obvious that they are both needed
to give that patch its sotmd. On the other hand, try soloing
each voice of the ROM patch, String Section. Each voice of
the patch uses the same wave (String Ensemble) but they are
detuned and panned hard left and right to create a natural
stereo chorus effect. Try turning off Voice 2 and panning
Voice l to [ll]. The patch still sounds like strings, but is less
animated than before. Now change the Effect type from Hall
Reverb to Chorus dz Reverb. The patch still sotmds a bit dif-
ferent, but the chorusing restores much of the depth that was
lost from shutting off the second voice. The tradeoff is
simple: using chorus, flanging, phaser or rotary speaker al-
gorithms of the effects processor reduces the voice usage of
such a patch ll‘! half. This idea can be extended to three voice
patches as well. Call up the ROM patch, Wonder Years, turn
Voice 3 off and pan Voice 2 to Oil. Most of the character of
the patch remains, but now only two voices are used rather
than three.

Each of the four techniques described above is not a panacea
by itself, but selection of the appropriate technique for each
patch used in a given sequence can make the difference be-
tween being able to play a dense sequence with only the
SQIKS or requiring another sound module. If you've been
feeling the limits of your box, give this “diet” a try before
laying out your hard earned cash for another synth to get more
voices. -

Bio: Brian Rost has been spotted around the Boston area
playing cajanlaydeco bass with Swamptone recording artists,
Gator Bait. He still ls trying to get their accordionist to go
MIDI.

Missing or Damaged Issues?
Every month we mail out thousands of issues and every month
about a dozen get "misplaced" by the Post Office. If you're ever
one of the winners of this lottery, just give us a call {E03-22?-E34-B,
B am — B pm Pacific Time] and we'll be happy to mail a replace-
ment copy -—- no prob. (However, if you accuse us of nefarious
schemes to “rip you off," you will be offered a refund and given
helpful subscription info for other musician magazines.)
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Product: Sound Sets, Volume 3 and 4.
For: "i~'FXs and Sills.
Price: $25 each set-
From: Pegasus Sounds, 6050 Adaway CL, Grand Rapids, MI 49546.

In the mini-bio accompanying the review copy of Pegasus
Sounds' ‘Volumes 3 and 4, Eric Olsen, the sound designer be-
hind the programs, mentions that his musical tastes range
from new age to hard rock. That's a broad area, but it ac-
curately describes the turf covered in these new sounds sets
(which are $25 apiece, by the way). They're both fairly
straight-ahead collections of 60 sounds each, with much solid
programming and some surprising touches.

The first thing that struck me about ‘Volume 3 was the pre-
ponderance of electric piano-related patches; I count 1? in
all, nearly a third of the set. I liked some of these, but they're
not, I think, Olsen's strong suit, as I'm not sure they offer
much that's new to the canon. (In fact, TRANS-TINE, a
sound shipped with the original VFX appears in this set; las-
sume this is a mistake}. My favorite among these would have
to be EPNOIVIBES, a credible IJX-y sound with vibes avail-
able as a Patch Select option, and the left Patch Select sound
for YAMAHA EP, which takes the program right out of the
electric piano realm altogether with a light, airy “whoosh" of
a sound.

‘Volume 3 also contains a heavy dose of organ sounds, and I
can see why. In addition to some good basic organ sounds,
including one of the better churchy organs I've heard (SUN-
DAY MORN) there's a quartet of B-3 sounds that, to my
ears, sound really excellent. They're pleasingly chunky (espe-
cially ROCK ORGAN) and adorned with a healthy amount of
percussiveness. Keepers.

As far as the rest of our joumey down the meat and potatoes
aisles, shoppers, there are, first of all, a bunch of pianos, all
decent quality, all on the bright side. I don't mean that as a
complaint — some people like ‘em warm, some like ‘em to
cut — I'm just trying to tell you, whichever kind of person
you are, what kind these are. In any event, Olsen generally
makes good use of the TIMBRE slider to modulate the filter
cutoffs (high- and low -pass}, so there's a helpful degree of
adjustability built into the brightfwarm ratio of all the
patches. There are a number of other imitative patches I like,
the ‘Wurlitaerish PERCUS PNO and E-ARI SAX being stan-
douts. "r'ou'll also find some straight-out synths and basses
here; among the latter, SLAP-BASS is the best.

Robby Bermon

True to Olsen's stated tastes, there are a bunch of New Age
patches offered (that lovely Patch Select for YAMAHA EP
had already given him away}. VOCALICRASH nicely mar-
ries a vocal pad to a crash cymbal for a metallically breathy
coloration; DIGI-PERCUS and WORLD BEAT are useful
mallet-type programs.

Nothing wrong with ‘v'olume 3, but I liked ‘lfolume 4 more.
The categories of sound represented are similar to 3, but this
set just seems more full of character. There's a better balance
of instruments, the pretty patches are really pretty and there
are some clever programming touches, but before I go into all
that...

Boy, I'd thought that as far as the ‘v'FXs and SD-I go, I'd
heard it all. Wrong. Lately, I've been spending a lot of time
with the TS-IU, enjoying, among other things, the Hyper-
wave-created rhythm sections in the bass registers of some of
its factory programs. Imagine my disorientation, then, when I
encountered the second bank of ‘Vol. 4, with its im1ocently-
named WAVE-1 through WAVE-ti, which do pretty much the
same thing on the sd,»'SDl Boing! What keyboard am I play-
ing? What planet is this‘? Yow ——- or should I say "cool?" Just
hold down a bass note on the keyboard and stand back: an in-
stant rhythm section! Now grab some keys above that and
start jamming. What a nice bit of innovative programming,
using the REPEAT mode of Envelope 3 to get waves to
repeat in rhythm with each other. Now if I can just stop play-
ing along with them and get this review written. One playing
tip for these patches, by the way: since the timing within the
envelopes is not perfectly precise and the various waves start
falling out of the pocket after a few beats or so, just restrike a
groove-generating key every few boats or so, and everything
will stay locked tight. WAVESTATION in bank 8 is also one
of these jammers.

Right from the first bank, I was enjoying Vol. 4. The very
first program, BOSENDORFER, is a very usable one-wave
piano, and ROXETTE-PNO is a nice fat one, so fat that at
first I thought it was a hybrid of piano and some other kind of
wave, until closer ezsamination revealed that it's made up of
two PIANO-I6 waves filtered very differently from each
other. Good work, Pegasus! The right Patch Select of RO-
LAND IJ-50 also gets over with me, what with its layer of
strings and the SYNTH-BEL wave.

Other favorites in this set include PEDAL STEEL, where
polykey pressure bends the pitch of a note downward, making
it instantly easy to sound like the reel thing. There are a mun-
ber of analog synth emulations. Though MATRIX FUZZ is
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beeg, CAN'T LET GO is my favorite — it's a very simple,
and, maybe for that reason, a very pleasing sine wave-based
patch with which chords take on almost a sung quality. PER-
FORMANCE (like its neighbor JAZZ BRASS) is a realistic
swelling horn section horn section that also worked in very
pleasing manner.

‘Volume 4 also has a fair number of organs, though I didn't
find them quite as successful as the ones in 3, with the excep-
tion of B3 (it seems just that using the name makes it work
out somehow).

All in all, both ‘Volume 3 and 4 are good solid sound sets,
with ‘Volume 4 being a little stronger for my tastes (though
the organs in 3 are nothing to sneeze at). Olsen's a very musi-

cal programmer, and it's easy to see how good music could
be easily made with his pro-
grams. —

-so-.-.,_\_qfi_
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Bio: Robby Berrnon is tt nin-
sicion living in the lovely
Mid-Hudson Volley in New York.
His is o bucolic existence, in-
terrnpted only by occosionnl
flushes of panic. His lotest
nlbton is "Rings and Rings."

Sound Source Unlimited’s
“Film Textures"

 

For: SQ-1lR.l2. KS-32.
Product: SQU2 Film Textures soundbank.
Price: lfik RAM card: $99.95; Disk (many formats available}: $49.95.
From: Sound Source Unlimited, Inc., 2935 E. Hillcrcst Dr., Suite A,
Westlake Village, CA 91362. (SUE!) ST?-4'I’lS.

Welcome back, my friends, to the old SQ — or the new KS.
It's that time again — time for a new synthesizer. And what
better way is there to buy a new synth than in the form of a
new sound bank? The SQ we'll be looking at this month is, or
will be, a favorite of film scorers and new-agers. (It should be
noted that this particular bank does not include any of the ex-
pansion waveforms of the SQB2-voice instruments.) Sound
Source indicates that the one whose talent, skill, and know-
how went into this bank is ‘Vincent Penny. Although no biog-
raphy is provided for him, their literature indicates that their
sounds are programmed by "professionals." (I presume this
means that he got paid.)

Eyeing the Interface
Sound Source provides a convenient directory that they in-
clude with the package listing each of the sounds with a brief,
sometimes vague description — you know how subjective
something like sound is. Included is a "Controller Legend"
which reveals which controller is used in a particular sound:
vibrato, filter, crosstable, effects, or left keyboard split and
right keyboard split. Also, for helpful quick-reference, there
are divisions of sounds separated by intended use. For ex-
ample, one such division has this heading: “Sotmds ll]-I9
were designed to provide asynchronous arpeggio PX for film
and background music applications. The assortment ranges

Jock Stephen Tolin

from piano, guitar, and percussion to weird effects."

The down side of this is that the actual names for each sound
tend to appear much like that of other in the same group. For
example, sounds Ill)-=03 are "Architectronics!l," "Archi-
tectronicsl2," "Architectures! l," and “Architecture#2." These
aren't necessarily the best descriptions of the sounds them-
selves.

More importantly, however, the names do give a hint that all
of the sounds of like root names have the same template. That
is, the essence of what is actually changed is just the wave-
forms themselves. This, in fact, is the case. As a synthesizer
programmer, I find this to be a waste of space since I general-
ly experiment with the sounds I already have by changing
waveforms. Simply put, Penny has already experimented with
this technique in producing this bank. As a result, there are
less new program templates available to play around with.

Sonlcally Speaking
When I first saw that the title of this bank was "Film Tex-
tures" I was admittedly sadly expecting that mo st, if not all of
the sounds would simply be a variety of pads. I was very
pleasantly surprised. There ore quite a few programs with
strings, flutes and the like, which was expected. However,
this bank includes onytliing but simple pads.

"'ARCHITECTURE#l," for example, is an on-the-money
string sound whose filter opens dramatically by envelope.
Push the mod wheel forward and the filter closes to the extent
that you can't hear the strings until the filter opens by
envelope. This is layered with a woodwind sound which



achieves vibrato when the mod wheel is pushed forward. This
is, in turn, layered to a panned airy breath wave which quick-
ly fades in and will fade out when the mod wheel is applied.
Put all three together and you have one of the most creative
sounds I have ever heard on an SQ. This program ends up
having its own background when played — quite moving.

Although "#2" is similar in template, each waveform has
been changed to a very effective other. This is the case with
most of the programs with similar names. In no way should
you assume that just because a group of programs have sim-
ilar names they then must sound similar - they just behave
similarly.

As was noted earlier, sounds 10-19 were all set up to play ar-
peggios with various instruments: pianos; guitars; marimbas;
"log drumlbell hybrid"; wood block; rim and wood block;
percussive metal sounds; noise, koto and metal; bells; and
dissonant bells and tines. As you may have guessed, these
sounds all have just about everything about them in common
— everything left to the center to the right in the stereo
spectrtun. The waveforms chosen are effective, for the most
part. The major downside of this is that it can easily get old,
especially if you're not utterly enthused with the idea of get-
ting ten sounds all based on the template. This is especially
true for arpeggiated sotmds.

The five "SLIDEme&GLIDEme"s are based on a sound with
one voice acting as strings and the others acting as a layered
mono-synth sound. The strings are loud, clear and effective
and the overall effect is ominous for each.

The three "JUST FOR FUN"s are rather an obnoxious sort.
The feedback and distortion overtake the waveforms in a loud
way and cut off suddenly.

The four "FATHER NATURE"s, four "FEATHER NA-
TURE"s and two "ORGAN NATURE"s, despite the limited
creativity in their names, are excellent sounds. What I really
mean is forget about the Wavestation you wanted for
Christmas. Waveforms are switchable via mod wheel. The
best thing about these programs is the easy accessibility to
greater avenues of discovery. Using these sounds (and most
of the sounds in the bank} as guides will make synthesizing
your own sounds fun. If you have a C'V pedal, you can go
even further with modulation routings. These are, by themsel-
ves, quite inspiring sotmds. Switch from strings to flute, from
guitar to vocal pad, and so on.

"SOUNDS TU-T9 are percussion effects good for all oc-
casions." Numbers TD and ‘ll are some of the heaviest toms
I've ever heard layered with timbale and rack bell. Others in
the series include a variety of percussion and instruments
otherwise known as non-percussive devices layered together.
There are some very effective splits here.

The "Human TRIBES" series (1-3) and "Tri-Borg" series
(1-3) are a few among those "...designed for visual imagery,
to complement a wide range of multi-media applications re-
quiring evocative 'soundscapes."' I picked these to mention
since they are my favorites of this section; I consider them to
be quite useful in film settings. There is panning of percus-
sive attacks to the left in the "Human TRIBES," one wave
that fades in and one sustaining wave on the right — sonic
excellence. In the "Tri-Borgs," there is panning to the left,
center and right. For example, one has pizzicato, an electric
guitar and marimba with reverb (of course). Another winner.

"A Conquest" and the "SPECIAL EFX" patches (1-6) are su-
perb for background atmosphere and can be used to create
some really exquisite, musically emotional interludes. "SPE-
CIAL SOUNDS" 1 and 2 are similar, but are more musically
useful in more of a variety of settings. "EDGE of Awareness"
is straight from the motion picture soundtrack Dune. "Paul
meets Chani," by Toto: a soft, mellow, whistle-like sound
layered with strings that fade in.

The mod wheel tends to add vibrato in a variety of the sounds
in the bank. However, some of the sounds react in some very
creative ways: reverb disappears, one wave drops from ear-
shot while another races across the stereo spectrum, one wave
drops while another enters (crosstables), one wave drops
while vibrato is added to another, etc.

The “Value Volume VU Meter" for
Fllm Textures:
1. Documentation * * * * * Pro
2. Individual Sounds "" * * * * Pro
3. Template Originality " "‘ Con
4. Absence of Throw-Aways * * ‘i 'i ‘i
5. Effectiveness * * * * Pro

When checking the value meter, keep in mind that #4
depends on #2 as well as #3, and that #5 answers the ques-
tion, "How does this bank accomplish the task it set out to
do?" In order to evaluate throw-aways, I had to take into con-
sideration the fact that templates were used over and over
again for many of the sounds. This fact diminishes across-
bank originality of the individual programs to some degree.
This, in turn, may alter the effectiveness of the entire bank,
depending upon whether or not you like one of a series, you
will probably enjoy the rest, and vice versa.

Overall this bank contains some of the most moving, original,
creative and inspiring sounds I've ever heard on a synthesizer
-— period. Even across a series, the wave changes are right on
the money. If you're into composing for film, new-age music,
or simply want some new sounds to refresh your synth-
palette, this is a bank you definitely need to look into. an



The Unexpected Hcmging

Some sounds ,' you get used to thern so soon that you hardly
notice they are there. -— Hercule Poirot

I have recently encountered a problem that can best be
described as the "Unexpected Hanging." My problem is that
notes in a song playing on my Ensoniq SQ-2 occasionally and
totally randomly hang on much like a stuck automobile horn.
The problem was not too noticeable at first as I was mainly
using instruments that die out rapidly, like piano and guitar,
but when I started using instruments that had the ability to
sustain notes, like trumpet or organ, it became unbearable.
The problem was not reproducible. For example, playing the
same MIDI file five times might yield hanging notes in three
cases and the same notes would not hang in any of the three
cases. Occasionally some notes would not be played at all.
This article will document the tracking down of the problem
with only minimum hardware and the guidance of great fic-
tional detectives.

This promises to be a rnost interesting and unusual case. A
simple case and yet in some ways an instructive one.

— Sherlock Holmes

My hardware system is shown in Figure 1. The problem oc-
curs when MIDI files are transmitted from the computer to
the Ensoniq SQ-2, not when MIDI files are played on the
synthesizer on the Proaudio card. This is a classic problem
with several sophisticated pieces of hardware and software.
This is also the type of problem the user needs to be able to
solve since each hardwarelsoftware manufacturer will assure
you that it is not his product; it must be the other guy's
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Figurc 1 Hardware Setup

Bob Lang

product causing the problem! I was starting the solution to
this mystery with several possible suspects including...The
MIDI cable? The hardware interconnection? The sequencer
software? The Mediavision Input,lOutput driver software‘?
The Mediavision Proaudio computer card? The Mediavision
Midimate interface box? The Ensoniq SQ-2 Synthesizer‘?

'I'he first thing I tried was the replacement of the MIDI cable.
Several people had told me that they had experienced prob-
lems due to a faulty cable, so I replaced my homemade MIDI
cable with a nice new twenty foot commercially manufac-
tured cable. It had no effect.

Well, maybe there's some sort of MIDI loop being set up be-
tween my computer and the SQ-2, so I disconnected the
MIDI out cable from the SO-2 to the computer. This had no
effect on the problem.

Next, I called Mediavision but couldn't get through so I sent
them a letter outlining the problems and asking if they had
any suggestions or possible fixes. I also asked if they had any
problems reported with their latest drivers, M'VSOUND.SYS,
version 3.0? or TAPIM‘V2.COM, version 1.38. I continued
with the investigation as I awaited the response.

Then I called the Ensoniq help line. After a brief description
of the problem, the technician said software sequencers were
notorious for not sending note off commands, and maybe I
should invest in a "PANIC" button which would send note
off commands to basically silence the SQ-2 when a note was
hanging. This didn't sound like my kind of permanent solu-
tion, so I pursued the investigation elsewhere.

The next thing I investigated was the sequencer software. I
have been using two software sequencers: ‘Voyetra Technol-
ogy's Spectrum Plus for DOS and Passport Design's Music-
tirne for ‘WINDOWS. Both of the software sequencers have
the hanging note problem. Since it is extremely unlikely that
two different software sequencers from two different soft-
ware vendors would have the same software bug, I eliminated
the software sequencer as a suspect.

Both software sequencers do have a common mode failure
which is the Input,lOutput driver. The software supplied by
Mediavision that controls the MIDI port on the computer,
M'VSOUND.SYS, is used by both software sequencers. How
can one test an intermittent failure of driver software? What
if I were to set the Ensoniq internal sequencer to record the
MIDI data from the computer? If the sequencer recorded a
hanging note it probably would indicate a data transmission
problem. If the Ensoniq hung, but the internal sequencer data
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from the computer is OK, then the problem is in the SQ-2.
One of the sequences that was particularly vulnerable to un-
expected hanging notes was Purceli's Trumpet Voluntary
shown in Figure 2. I used the ‘Voyetra Technology's Spec-
trum Plus sequencer program shipped with the Mediavision
Proaudio Spectrum 16 card to send the MIDI data to the
SQ-2. I recorded the data on the SO-2 internal sequencer.
This time notes at the beginning of measme #6 htmg on and I
had it captured in the SQ-2 internal sequencer. I could play
the sequence stored in the Ensoniq and each time the same
notes would hang. At last something that was reproducible!

To get a printout of the MIDI data on the Ensoniq intemal se-
quencer, the sequencer was played back at a slower rate and
the data was captured on the computer using the Shavano
Music freeware program called M_SC'0PE. M_SCOPE al-
lows a user to visually display and print MIDI data received
by the computer. A printout of the data showed that there was
no note-off command for the F# and D at the beginning of
measure #6. I think it might be a computer problem!

Wltile the proceeding nearly convinced me it was a computer
problem, I felt there was still a possibility of Mediavision
trying to blame Ensoniq for losing or failing to receive the
data properly. To be 100% stue it was a Mediavision problem
I needed another external synthesizer. At this point my local
Ensoniq dealer was very helpful by loaning me a Yamaha
T6100 Tone Generator. The TG100 sounds aren't much to
speak of, but when I hooked it up to the computer in place of
the SO-2, the TGl00 also hung. Of course it did not hang on
the same notes due to the randomness of the problem, but it
did hang. Now I was sure it was the Mediavision products.

Now it was time to go back to Mediavision secure in the
knowledge that the problem was in their hardware or soft-
ware. When I finally got the response to my letter I opened it
with anticipation and there it was — the solution to my
problem: "... put T:l at the end of your M‘VSOUND.SYS
device line in the CONFIG.SYS file" It was so simple and
straight-forward. It was wrong.

It was time to call Mediavision again. They retumed my call
and we ran through the problem while they were on the line.
It did hang while we were talking on the phone and Media-

vision suggested that we put the MIDIMATE in a loop by
comiecting the MIDI in to the MIDI out plug and running the
MIDITEST program. MIDITEST is a utility program sup-
plied by Mediavision that checks the hardware. We ran
MIDITEST and it passed. How can this be? I rm MIDITEST
again. It passed. Mediavision said call back if the problem
retumed.

What is going on? I know I have a problem, but it passed
Mediavision's hardware test. Maybe the MIDITEST was not
long enough to see the failure. I ran the MIDITEST twenty-
four times. It failed three times. Yes, I do have a hardware
problem. I called Mediavision and they suggested a return for
repair. I returned the Proaudio Spectrum I6 computer card
and the MIDIMATE 1.1 interface.

While I was waiting for the Mediavision repair, I decided to
invest in the cheapest MIDI interface I could find. I pur-
chased Musicquest's PC MIDI card for $7 9.95. I installed the
card along with its WINDOWS 3.1 driver. It worked fine and
there were no hanging notes.

Story now completely extracted like aching tooth.
— Charlie Chan

The repaired Mediavision equipment arrived by UPS. I recon-
nected the card and anxiously awaited the verdict. Was the
unexpected hanging cured? No! The Musicquest and Media-
vision cards are now in the computer side by side. The
Mediavision hangs the Musicquest does not.

The Mediavision card is a good multipurpose card. It has
excellent I6-bit audio capability for creating and playing
WINDOWS 3.1 ".‘VlA'V" files. It is ADLIB and SOUND-
BLASTER card compatible. It has a 20 stereo voice, four
operator FM synthesis synthesizer which does not hang. But
for controlling my extemal Ensoniq synthesizer, I'll take the
Musicquest PC MIDI card to solve the case of the "Unex-
pected hanging." -I

Bio: Bob Lang is a registered professional electrical en-
gineer and computerimusicimystery enthusiast using IBM
Multimedia Personal computers and Ensoniq equipment.



Port One

The DPI4 is a very powerful tool. Its multitude of parameters,
programs, algorithms, units and configurations can be a lot to
deal with. 'lVhat follows are a few general suggestions, hints
and ideas that I have come up with to help DPI4 users get
more out of this great processor. Since I am a guitarist, I use
1-input configurations most often. While my comments are
obviously going to be influenced by this, most of them,
nevertheless, hold true no matter what sort of setup you have.

Flrst the Very General
When using more than I Unit to affect a single Sound Source
remember that changing Effect Routings can radically change
the sound of the effect. Routings, for those of you not
familiar with the Unit, are the settings which determine
which of the DP,P‘4's Units (that is Effects) are working in
Series (the output of one going into the input of the other),
Parallel (both Units receiving the same signal and affecting
that signal separately), or Feedback (output from one being
sent to the input of the other as well as being sent back to the
input of the first. For information on Routings see sections
3-5 through 3-S in the DPI4 manual).

Experiment freely with these different Routings. If you have
a sound that you like, but wish to make it bigger, try routing
some of the Units in parallel instead of series. For instance, if
a delay algorithm is loaded into Unit C and a reverb is loaded
into Unit D, and CD are in series (as is the case with 4 unit
preset #10, "Studio ‘Vocal 1" or CONFIGuration preset #2,
"Rock Gtr Setup") try changing the CD Unit Routing. Notice
how much wider the effects now sound. If you want to make
a sound tighter, try using a Series Routings. Play with some
of your favorite DPI4 sounds by simply changing the Unit
Routings. And don't forget to experiment with Feedback
Routings. On several occasions utilizing the DP,l4's Feedback
Routings have given me very pleasant surprises, creating en-
tirely new sounds out of otherwise "standard" presets. (See
sections 3-6 through 3-12 for information on Routing.)

Remember that changing a particular effect's level as op-
posed to its mix amount create radically different sounds.
This is very important. Changing the mix amount means al-
terhrg the ratio of processed to dry signal that leaves the Unit
whereas the Level (of course) controls the output volume of
both processed and dry signals. Experimenting with different
settings, especially on a multi-Unit configuration, can reveal
very useful changes in the sound. You might use very high
mix ratios and very low volmnes in one preset and find that
you need just the opposite in another. Since there are so many

Suggestions, Hints and Tricks on Using the DP/4
Vance Galloway

variables here (Unit routing, number of input Sources, which
algorithms are being used) I can't give any specific sugges-
tions except to play around with various settings and note the
results. In general; higher mix ratios yield wider or bigger
sounds while lower ones sound a bit more natural. (See man-
ual section 4-3 for ‘Volume and Mix infomtation.)

There is also a big difference between tuming off a Unit by
using Bypass as opposed to Kill. Bypass has the effect of
simply tuming the Unit off while allowing dry signal to pass
through. Kill, on the other hand, prevents any signal from
passing through. Therefore, if all your Units are in series and
you Kill Unit A, none of the other Units will get any signal.
However, Kill can be very useful in any routing where any of
the Units are in parallel. For example, let's pretend you have
Units A and B running in series and have C and D mnning in
parallel and AB and CD mmting parallel. If you Bypass Unit
C, there will then be dry signal running straight from input
through the bypassed Unit C, to output. This means you will
have dry signal running to the output. Sure, this might be
desirable. But if it's not, set Unit C's (B)ypass (K)ill setting
[found by pressing Edit then Config then scrolling to (K)ill].
This will keep any signal from passing through Unit C while
allowing all of the other Units to work just as they had
before. Again, experiment freely and you'll sec the profotmd
usefulness of this option.

Now the More Specific
Bypasslliill can also be very useful in eliminating the glitch
which occurs whenever you switch presets. (This happens on
virtually all digital effect processors.) Instead of actually
switching presets, try simply Bypassing I or more Units
(using the Bypass,lKill feature). By doing this your sound
changes instantly and the change is glitch free.

This ability to turn on and off each Unit individually (By-
pass,lKill) is a DPI4 feature I use constantly. As a guitarist, I
was used to having multiple footpedal effects on the floor in
front of me when I played. With the DPI4 I can once again
turn individual effects on or off (like distortion and delay)
while leaving other effects (like reverb and choms) on. This
is especially a boon to those of us who want to improvise and
use MIDI controllable digital effects. Now we aren't stuck to
pre-programing the sounds that we are going to want during
the course of an improvisation. Now I simply set up a few
presets which each contain effects I am likely to use and tum
on and of the unwanted effects (Units) when the need arises.



This individual Unit onlcff approach is especially attractive
when you consider one very nice feature about the Configura-
tion Presets: Whenever you save one, all of the routing infor-
mation and the information about which Units are on or off is
saved with the preset. So if you save a Configuration Preset
{#34 for example) with Units A and C on and B and D off, it
will appear that way each time you recall it. By this method I
can call up my choruslreverb preset (#34) and, at the ap-
propriate time in the song, turn on [Un-Bypass) my distortion
which is Unit B and at then later turn on my pitch shifter
which is Unit D, all without altering my reverb and chorus.
All you have to do is define a MIDI (or DP;-4 footswitch)
message to control the BypasslKill for each Unit. (To do this
refer to section 6-6 of the manual.) Personally, I use MIDI
control messages because that allows me to Bypass each Unit
from my MIDI footpedal unit. Depending on your setup you
might want to choose something else. Also note that it is easy
to tum on or off more than one Unit at a time by sending
several MIDI messages to the DPI4 a the same time. On my
footpedal unit I have one pedal assigned to Bypass each of
the DP,l4’s fottr Units and one pedal to Bypass A and B
simultaneously and one to Bypass C and D simultaneously.
You should use whatever works for your application. Experi-
ment freely.

I also recommend heavily utilixing the DP!-4's ability to
change parameter values in real time. This is probably the
best way to keep your effect use sounding fresh and interest-
ing. By using this feature you can change (for example)
reverb decay times, delay times, eq settings etc. (Sec section
4-4 of the manual for information on assigning controllers to
specific parameters within any algorithm.) The ability to
crossfade between two algoritms is also immensely useful,
creating a smooth transition between one timbre and another.
(See section B-5 and 8-6 on how to create these crossfades.)
What the manual does not mention is that crossfades can be
set up between any parameters that you want. That is, you
could have a pedal turn up the preamp gain a.nd tum down the
high frequency gain in the Guitar Amp algorithm in Unit 1,
while tuming down the delay time and up the feedback in the
delay algorithm in Unit B, while turning up the stereo spread
of the chorus in Unit C, while turning down both the reverb
time and mix level of the Large Plate Reverb in Unit D. All
of this could be achieved by pushing one pedal. While this
example might not be exactly what you (nor I) might actually
do, it does express the idea that a huge (or very subtle)
smooth (or sudden) timbral transition can easily be performed
on the DPI4 by changing some of its parameters in realtime.
Again, experiment.

Well, these are some of my more general suggestions to get
more out of the DPI4. I hope you find them useful jumping
off points in your own use and tmderstanding of the DPI4. In
the next article I will be getting into some more specific
tricks about how to use realtime control on the DP!-4.

And New a Few Ftequeststsuggestlone for the
People at Eneonlq
1) Allow the option to use input voltages as controller
sources. You use input voltages to alter the VCF in the
‘JCF-Distortion algorithm. Why not make it a universal op-
tion selectable in the Systemllvlllll mode where the other
controller sources are?

2) There ought to be a way to switch between a Config preset
and a regular preset without having to touch the front panel.
In fact, it's very necessary that I be able to do so. I use some
sounds which I have saved as Config Presets right after or
before ones I have stored as regular one-source presets. I
have too many sounds to save them all in the 50 Config
Preset spaces and I need to have instant, hands-off access to
each of my sounds while I‘m playing live.

3)There ought to be a way to have completely different
processing on the left and right sides from a single sound
source. I want to be able to effect a single source so that the
right side has distortion and the left side is clean. Sure, there
are a number of ways to try to trick the machine into doing
this (e.g., distortion in series with a multitap delay, 100% mix
on the delay, pan all taps hard right with Ums delay time.
Then do the same sort of thing to whatever effects you want
on the left, rutming AB and CD in parallel). But none of the
ideas I've had are at all satisfactory. Especially when it
should be no large feat to put in a parameter that controls the
output pan of the effect. It could work like a stereo channel
on a mixing board; If set to center, the effect would be in
stereo, if set anywhere else the effect would go to the output
selected. This would greatly increase the pallet of sounds one
could coax out of the DPI4. -

Bio: Vance Galloway is a Composerttldasician and Sound En-
gineer who does Mac based digital editing daring the day. At
night he collaborates with other musicians as well as with
choreographers and multimedia artists. His own mttsic, it has
been said, has “little or no current commercial potential
within the Music industry as it now exists" which is just fine
by him.
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Ensoniq’s ESS- 16

' 

For: F-P5: and ASH-IDs.
P1-oduct: Marcus Miller Signature Set, ESS-lli, three disks and manual.
Price: $39.55.
From: Ensoniq Corp., I55 Great ‘llalley Parkway, Malvem, Pa. 19355.
Phone: (215) 64?-3930.

{Ed. note --- This review was written before Anthony started
working for Ensoniq.,l

ESS-Id is a set of electric bass samples built around the
sound and style of Modem Jttxx,lFu11k bassist Marcus Miller
who has recorded with such luminaries as the late Miles
Davis, Grover Washington, .lr., and David Sanbom. Marcus
was sampled while performing on a Fender Iaxe bass, using
DR Tight Fit strings, which, as the accompanying manual in-
forms us, "...are wound tighter than normal strings, and
produce a cleaner, punchier sotmd." It features sound design
and sequencing by Scott Frankfurt. Those of you who are 16+
users will be familiar with his sequencing and sampling
work, which can be found throughout the fifteen Essential
Sound Disks included when you purchased your keyboard or
module. His "Club Scene Demo,“ located on ED-U15, is a
particularly good example of his abilities in these two areas.

The three demo sequences “MM-1 SONG," “MM 2 SONG,"
and “MM-SONG-3" are great jamming material, including
only DEMO SHAKE (cabasa) as accompaniment. However
excellent they are as solo bass lines (and they are really well
done), I can‘t help thinking how helpful it might have been to
have a few demo sequences in a group situation to illustrate
the context of the samples. Maybe next time. Unfortunately,
details about the three sequences are a bit sketchy in the
enclosed 16-page manual, written by Tom Tracy. Since I was
so curious about the sampling and sequencing processes that
were described, I called the producer of this project at En-
soniq, Tony McAnany, who filled me in on some of the fol-
lowing very interesting details. Marcus played onto digital
audio tape, after which Scott transcribed his bass lines, and
constructed the three demo sequences.

Here's the news, disk by disk. I should say at the outset that
the mod wheel, as well as Poly-Key pressure, provide vibrato
throughout the set. At any rate, here goes:

Disk 1 contains one massive sample entitled STUDIO BASS,
at a fat 1564 blocks. This is a great sounding Jaaa-Funk
sample featuring excellent patch select implementation, and
is probably the best electric bass sample that I have ever
worked with. The patch selects include various pick mutes,

Anthony Ferrara

picked and slapped harmonics, tapping, as well as string
glides and bends. Absolutely awesome! While this sample is
admittedly a memory-glattcn, the manual makes the sugges-
tion that you try copying layer 2 to an empty instrument loca-
tion, which gives you a new muted instrument of only 13?
blocks.

Disk 2 contains Warm Mutes (142? blocks) and Demo Shake
(29 blocks), a bass and a cabasa (rattle) sample, respectively.
The cabasa, a single wavesample, is included because it is
used in demo sequence “MM 2 SONG," which is found on
the same disk. Warm Mutes feattues Marcus playing a variety
of string mutings with his right palm. The patch selects are
crammed with plenty of nuances in the area of articulations,
such as pick noise, slides in both directions, as well as tri-
tones slides. The ** patch in particular sounds like a dance-
oriented synth bass, with a short and punchy decay-rate.

Disk 3 holds the last of the samples in this set, titled as fol-
lows: FINGRD BASS, GROWLIN BASS, SUPER MUTE,
and MM-SLAP BASS. FINGRD BASS, at 653 blocks, is a
somewhat dark-toned but crisp, very ingenious multisample,
which contains a number of interesting patch selects. These
include slides in both directions, tap-slides, hammer-ons, and
grace notes. Stacking this one along with STUDIO BASS
results in a tone reminiscent of the classic Rickenbacker
electric bass with Roto-Sound strings, as in the playing of
Chris Squire of Yes. If you remember the bass in "Rounda-
bout," this stack is very similar. GROWLIN BASS, at 393
blocks, is appropriately named. Its patch selects contain
various pops, smacks, octave and legato effects, although a
couple of the descriptions of patch selects seemed to be
reversed, and the ** patch seems not to have been imple-
mented, at least on my copy.

SUPER MUTE consists of a single wavesample, which would
explain its light weight of only 264 blocks. This one is some-
what brighter and more staccato than FINGRD BASS, and
once again the implementation for the ** patch seems to be
missing-in-action. I did check that the same patch worked on
other samples, so it was definitely not the buttons on my
EPS-16 PLUS. Likewise, with MM-SLAP BASS (156
blocks) which features a nice legato layer with 0* patch, and
an interesting velocity-triggered whole step graced note on "'1'
patch. The *0 patch (on my disk) did not match the manual‘s
description.

As far as who might really like this set, here's how I see it. If
you are familiar with the Miles Davis album “Amandla“
which Marcus performed and produced, you get the idea as



far as context. If you’re looking for the cleanest, funkiest,
punchiest, electric bass samples for the BPS-16 PLUSIEPS
that you will probably ever hear anywhere, then ESS-16 is
definitely for you. The patch select glitches didn‘t detract
from my overall impression, which was very positive. My
only question is in the area of price -—- some may consider
$39.95 for a set of three disks to be a bit steep. Keep in mind,
though, that the price docs include some nifty cover illustra-
tions by famed visual artist Peter Max, who even gets his
 l —

own bio and photo in the accompanying booklet.

All joking aside, I can tell you that some of the EPS-I6
PLUSIEPS sampling zombies who I played these for were ab-
solutely floored at the aural quality and presence that this set
displayed. All in all, my feeling on the matter is this: Two
thumbs straight up on the Marcus Miller Signature Set, with
slight reservations only in the area of price. —

§ac1':eb §eqa.ences

For: ASR-ll} and EPS-16 Plus.
Product: The Gospel Set -—- E Play-Along Sequences including new
sounds and printed music.
Price: SID per song or $*-EU for the set. Demo cassette and song list, $3.
From: The Rhythm Factory, ll-ill} Campfire Court, Lewisville, TX
'l5[ltE-'l. Phone: (214) 315-8141.

Church music is not just church music. So often we forget the
influence the organised Church had on the music of the past
millennia. It is even arguable that the belief in God was the
major force that guided music through its vast past, the
countless forms and inter-cultural forces that it played. Even
the appearance of “rebellious” rock-n-roll was underlaid by
gospel roots, from music that had no other intention but to
sing to God.

I had the pleasant opportunity last year to travel with a sing-
ing group called the Carpenter's Tools. We played one,
sometimes two concerts a day in various churches. ‘ilcry typi-
cally, the music pastor had a Mac and was sequencing an
M-1. Often it was an EPS. Almost always, the poor music
pastor would be driven nuts trying to teach the pianist or the
organist how to operate the new-fangled synthesixer. The
church has always had a problem keeping up with the times,
since it has not been the musical pace-setter that it used to be
(unfortunately).

Which brings us to Rhythm Factory's new Gospel Set of play
along sequences. This would make Mr. Music Pastor's job a
whole lot easier. They offer eight popular worship songs that
would prove very useful to any church service. For each
song, you get a disk containing the sequence and the sounds,
and printed music that notatcs the part that you can play with
the sequence. Usually this is the lead part, and the sequence
covers the accompaniment. On each disk there are two banks:
one that loads the entire song, including the play-along part,
the other loads all the sounds and a sequence that omits the
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play-along part so you can play it.

The Concept
I think it’s great. If you are Mr. Youth Pastor, these are won-
derful sequences for the whole congregation to sing, and for
soloists to sing for special music or during offerings or
communion. And these are easy to use, so training your per-
somtel won't be difficult — just a couple of buttons to push.
Sequencing sacred music is tough enough; now we've got
somebody who is offering them! And if you are interested in
worship songs, you can enjoy these at home, playing along
with them. I would have loved to have had these along on
tour -—- they would have come in very handy.

Bryce Inman has been involved in the church music field for
years [I was not surprised when I found his name in most of
Word’s music books as being responsible with editing the
transcriptions), and has been EPS-involved and Haclcer-
involved since forever. SO... when five examples of his work,
along with his demo tape, popped in my mailbox, ljammed
them in and came to some conclusions...

The Sequencing
Bryce arranged and performed these, and his talent shows.
They are simple and they are innovative. His version of
“Praise Him, Praise Him“ is in 514; I haven’t heard a piece
in 5 in church yet! Yet they are understandable, concise, and
clear. Most of the songs go through the main theme once,
then change sounds and textures to provide development,
then finish with the main theme again. Bryce does a good job
at making performances out of them. I would have liked to
have seen more dramatic dynamics: I found that while listen-
ing to the demo tape I would fall victim to distraction. But
then, I’ve never heard a demo tape that didn’t do that to me.
I don't believe you‘ll be disappointed with the material here.
The songs are all familiar and usable.
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The Sounds
A welcome feature about this set is that the samples are all
original, each designed for that particular song. Great! The
sotmds are all top-notch as well; even if you're not interested
in the sequences, the sounds are worth the package itself. The
basses are unique; they don't sound like every other bass
sample. The organs are good. The Snare+Roll caught my ear,
as the accordion on “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.“ It’s superb
(he does this sound good respect by playing it very well on
the sequence, again proving that sounds need to be esecuted
well to make them sound realistic). I think that this eittra
measure sets this package apart from the others. One draw-
back is that the sounds have to be compromised somewhat on
the effects front because they all must work under the Bank
Effects, since we're sequencing. Sometimes I would have
liked to hear more reverb on the snare. But that's just a vic-
tim of design.

The Sheet Music
These really set this package apart. They are sharp and clear
and show what instruments you‘re supposed to play and
when, as well as what notes. I talked earlier about the need to
make this stuff as clear as possible. This accomplishes that
goal.

The Price and Packaging
Well, $10.00 per song is very reasonable, and $60 for the set
of eight is even more reasonable, even if just for the sounds.
Definitely worth it. I would try to convince Bryce to put out a
series for the Original EPS (the sequences only play on the
lo-Plus and AER-10). I'm sure that it was purely a time and
money decision on his part. I was, however, concerned with
the lack of pro artwork with the packaging. One thing that
sets Ensoniq's merchandise apart from the rest is Peter lvIas’s
beautiful prints. It makes their stuff play and work much
better. [Those last two sentences should be recognised as
basic, cynical tongue-in-cheek commentary.] If you are a
musician who is into playing sacred music, and you own an
EPS-15 Pius or ASR-10, these are an essential purchase. -

Bio: Garth Hjeite is the owner of Rubber Chicken, where they
thinir recession ineons recess.

CHANGE OF Abbaiess
Please let us know at least four weeks in advance to avoid missing
any issues. The Post Office really will NOTreliabiy forward this
type oi mail. (Believe us, not themli We need to know both your
old and your new address. (issues missed due to late or no
change notification are your own dumb fault - we mailed them!)
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‘£59.52; %1t§'.s6tma1 %ifa]   
Eye Bi I Productions is

closing out one of the most popular
sound libraries ever;

Now is your final chance to
own the library that VFX owners
worldwide have been raving about for
years, at it's lowest price ever!

- F Deep Blue
- Cherry Red

' ' ' ' Mellow Yellow
Each cartridge is $49*l

Blank EEPRUM Carts Available!

EYE St I PRODUCTIONS

Eye Bi I Productions is
offering a plethora of sounds for your
Ensoniq KS-32 or SQ-Series synth!

' 80 Voiceitt-‘O User-location
RAM Caro‘ with a general collection
of 80 acoustic and synth sounds.

80 ifoicetdfi User-location
RAM Card with a collection of oddity
synth and new-age patches.

idtl Voice RAM Card that
shows the versatility of your KS or
SO synth. Heavy orch and analog!‘

- 160 Voice RAM Card that
highlights the rich pacts and filter
capabilities of your KSISQ1’

 

Eye Si l Productions has
made available what may be the
most comprehensive Ensoniq library
to datel. VCASR10 is a 25 disk
library that will add new life to your
ASR-10, TS-10, or EPS 16 Pius.

All patches
oontain fully activated patch selects,
thorough effects routing, and mod
wheel, pressure, and data~slider
controls!

Jungfrau CUHIT | |

Mtlpttas, CA., 95035 '
Call’ Eye it IHoduofions to find the

Send S.A.S.E. for complete sound list. ' Heirs“ Veins CITBFII 1'-falls!‘ led!!! As? fngvagnég at inléreigzjf
*Add $5 StH per order.$1U overseas. i4“519*45‘“139*"F“= ‘H53 9455712 = VD BE ‘Ts / sun q
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0 Ensoniq Equipment
Now available direct from factory (escept in current dealer '

areas) our full line of ATP. cases Category I and II

Keyboards: EPS, EPS-Iii PLUS, YFX, VFX-sd, -
sq-so, so-1, so-1+, so-2

Module raclr. cases: 3-space, 4-space, 5-space, 6-space.
(2-space racks av ailable with surface
mount hardware only.)

\ ‘ Cases for

Z B i 1 I l 2 I I Z

i -I l l l

-i

..
ii-' -re -nlihllllii

Mention the (TH) code nunther 839 when inquiring to 5l"7"“"'"= 4"-"'P“':E rack with EP545 PLUS mudulfii
receive our special factory direct pricing. zipace rack’ Eaghfl vFX'5d use

i.""‘* fli 3 E‘ it T 'i-,1."--s.t....i.. s .ili"‘-"'\_|___fl 1""F'- 'i,-Fiii‘

8:00 am to 4:30 pm CT, Mon. - Fri.
We accept: COD, ‘Visa, Mastercasrd, American Express.

Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

OPTI-CASE ii HT. 6, BOX 235 - HENDERSON, TX 75652 -i FAX: 903-657-6030

Producers, Film Composers, Sound Editors:
III! I'll!!! HHW HIHTRS DI l"lHill'i‘ III!‘ Flfllifli
Ilinl ‘llllfilia l"i'es, john Lennon l, .III| Iillhllr i_Erir Clapton, Bah
Dylan, Fly Cooclerl, Tommy Inn lhtotley Cruel
Heavy Hitters Greatest Hits
EIIIH mamincludes over 3-El minutes of drum hits
from these artists and their own drum liits. E0-audio: $125.
l:[l"R|:lliIl5 in 5aniplelIell,tli. Eiiifii, tikai Si 000. liiolancl 5 iii}: $3-9'9.
Con iains Samples of Cymbals from the Eiabian Library and iieveib
Trails from Trails and Fiefleciionst
"...iiithar's on this disc is first rate...‘ --ciitc ii- -_r. H-I-B-i-\=?_ l-i=;_.
"l'liils is the rnost happening. usable drain ii'hrarv- Tl1ev're the liest "

Eli.‘-ii|I| isii.'iiiii Hon ,ici'-'i

...0ll ill ll? WITH THESE HHW HITTEIS:
fiililillr Iloliplon ii-Se nesisl. .'.lil|'I|l liluyiilind ltittie Feati.
lillilidlill Fllilrl [LA Philharmonic}. lhlrulna lpplal
tail time rock great], Illa lllrll [L-ii Eituciios, journey] and
innovative programmer loll: llliiiirii

SllElNs.......is"‘“‘““$'.-...‘”"“'“'ry The best cymbals in the
worlcl now on 2 ED-iliuclio discs. Gongs, hides, Chi-

nese. Urchestrai-Symphonic. Splash ts fjrasrii The first
comprehensive library of cymbal sounds for professional

aerforma nce and recording applications-directly from Sabian. Both
ED-iiiudlo discs: 5'!-lili.
or Heavy Hitters iiudio and Sibiari Library. 5 I99-

Mill HERE'S MORE...
flrarlie M|:|irga|n llilaiter Bruins
Dry and am bieni Loops, Fills, Grooves and Samples of soul, rock,

blues and ethnic. iliictual drum patterns from albums by Elton john,
Plate Bush, Tina Turner and more- CD Audio; I-99.

All .I.'lll"l.ll'l'l5 I'll] minutes of [IilIiilIl acoustic and electronic ilruni
tracks wtbrushes, comedy fills. loops is. grooves CD-Audio: H5.
ill" I.'|l'I.l.!'l'liI E Dance. Techno Pop loops iii grooves $59. or both
till Drunis i is 2 for 599'
"The electronic loops are strong. . . this [[1 is oozing with great heals
i5it'tii-l iF|'llll.lli.“ lil-slit; t_',iii'r_ lii_'-i5.i;--tii:;-

Traits E liteifleeflnnse fii-um Alpha flmega
Ltiiioilii-_i"Flli"5til‘ii;|el's."lleverbsi Do ii like the pros do! 'ii'li'l'iy tie up your
iIi5F"s when you can have over 500 Reverbs on this truly unique
Percussion,-’F.it' CD? 250 Mb of liap. Rock. Ethnic ancl Elrch. P.everl:i
only sam piles ta ken EDD from the |E,'Il|l:DI'l Sm, vi.-or|d’s cleanest
reverb- l-.iiii with your own percussion library or use as is to create
breathtaking. new sounds $9!-li.
llilelter itclcln IIIIIIECHIIII
‘The Master Studio Collection contains thairsarids well recorded
usehd sound effects d musical inslrunieiits that provide a wonderful
varied resource for the sound editaiydesigner‘
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Random VFX/SD-1 Tips

Making Bass and Drum velocities Consistent
When recording bass or drum parts into the sequencer, there
are many occasions, particularly in dance music, where you
will want the notes to be all played at the same (maximum)
volume. Yet some will invariably have been recorded at a
lower velocity. Instead of using the event editor to fix the in-
dividuai note velocities (horrible tediuml), there is a much
easier way to do this.

On the sequencer‘s second Track page (press TRACK, then
*IvIORE*) is a feature called SCALE. This allows you to mul-
tiply the values of a selected controller by a selected amount.
with the RANGE parameter, you cart even set a specific note
or time range over which the scaling will occur. in other
words, you could multiply pitch bend values in just the third
measure by 30 percent to correct a wildly bent note, or you
could double the amount of mod-wheel vibrato in just the top
octave. It’s a very useful feature, and lo and behold, one of
the controller choices is KEY-VELOCITY. To accomplish
the task of maximising all the note velocities of a track, sot
the SCALE-AMT to 9.99, its largest value, make sure
RANGE is set to ALL, then press *YES*. Unless some notes
were played at extremely low velocities, this should max
everything out at a velocity of 12?; if not, simply repeat the
procedure until all is cool.

Avoiding Missed Patch Selects
Let’s say you are playing a piano patch you have sct up for a
tune, and at one point in the song, you need to quickly punch
up the *0 patch select, which instantly calls up a flute patch.
It's great not having to change programs as you would on
most other keyboards. But how many times have you hit the
wrong patch select button and ended up playing what was
supposed to be the flute line with that flanged accordion
patch?

The solution is simple. Unless you need those other patch
selects in the same song, program all the patch selects (0*, 0*,
and **) identically, so that they all call up the flute sound no
matter which buttons you hit. Some might call it cheating; I
call it getting it right every time.

Adding Motion to Static Patches
I’m a fiend for stereo motion; even a subtle stereo panning
effect makes patches sound much bigger and much more in-
teresting as notes are sustained. But frequently, when I want a
slow-LFO type of panning, I’ll find that I’ve already dele-

Sarn S. Minis

gated the voice’s LFO to vibrato — a much faster effect that
what I'm after.

Fortunately, due to the flexible modulation routings that Eu-
soniq has always provided, you can program ENE’ I to take
care of this for you. Go to the ENV I page, then press COPY,
and select DEFAULT. The next display reads “TYPE=," and
if you push the data slider all the way up, you get SLOW
LFO. Press the YES button.

Now, on the second Output page, set PAN=00, lvIODSRC=
ENE’ 1, and MODAIvIT=+99. Excellent, dudcl If you've got
the voice running through the effects processor, this smooths
out the extreme panning very nicely. To increase or decrease
the pseudo-LFO rate, go to the second El\l‘li' 1 page and
change all the Times values the same amount.

I like to go beyond the concept of a simple oscillator some-
times and set the Times parameters to somewhat different
values. And for even more randomness, I sct the VEL-ATCK
to 20 or so; this speeds up the attack segment of the repeating
envelope (it is sped up every time the envelope goes through
a cycle) depending on the note velocity.

Creating Non-standard Tuning Without
Pitch Tables
Many pad-type patches sound great with a percussive attack,
using a wood block or temple block type of sound. This
works best if the attack waveform sounds fairly consistent
across the range of the keyboard, but with normal pitch
tuning, the highest and lowest notes are shifted too extreme-
ly. The alternatives are to set PITCH-TABLE to ALL C4, or
to set up a custom pitch table. The latter can only be used by
giving up Voices 5 and 6, which I don't like to do, and the
former removes all tuning whatsoever, leaving every key
playing the same pitch.

The solution is to go with PITCH-TABLE=ALL-C4, then use
the keyboard scaling as a pitch modulator. As an example, set
up a voice with WOODBLOCK as the waveform, set the
pitch table to ALL-C4, and on the Pitch lviod page, set
lvlODSIi.C=I{EYEiIJ, lvIODAlv1T=+80, and everything else to
sero. You should hear a tuning over the range of the key-
board, but it takes four octaves worth of keys to play an oc-
tave of pitch. This voice should layer nicely with a breathy
vocal pad.

If you’re feeling a bit frisky, try a MODAMT of a high nega-
tive value; it times your synth upside down, sort of.
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Here's another trick for setting up a pad which is a combina-
tion of an attack sound and a sustained mellow pad. I normal-
ly use a voice for the attack sound, and a couple of other
voices for a smooth pad. To save on polyphony, particularly
on the pre-32-‘Voice models, I tried making pads out of what
were supposed to be percussion sounds — and the results
were great! For instance, I would take the MARIMBA
waveform, use a quick attack time to get the mallet hit, and
then program the remainder of the voice as if it were a slow
sweeping pad. The result: a mallet attack which blends into a
pad, using only a single voice. Now you can layer something
else on there to make the pad really smooth.

You can get some fabulous sounds this way. My favorite
waves for this: MARIMBA, KALIMBA, POTLID-HT, and
RACK-BELL.nu

Bio: Sam Mims is a studio session
player and programmer in Haus-
ton, and is keyboardistfor Richard
Elliot. He owns Syntaur Produc-
tions, a company that produces
music for television, radio, and
film and markets sounds for En-
soniq keyboards.

Business As Unusual
Port Two

Picking Up
Last time out we explored setting up your own business to
sell your musical wares. We worked with what you had to
sell, how you would sell it, and how to set it up to make max-
imum profit. We also took a quick look at the market, as it is,
and saw what strategies to best take advantage of it.

This time I want to focus specifically on what I do — selling
samples. Do you want to do what I do? (Oh, my mind whirls
with thoughts.) It's not that hard — but it probably takes
more work than you might think.

Even if you're not interested in selling samples, perhaps this
exercise will serve as a example for whatever business you
do ‘wish to get into. The basics of quality and customer serv-
ice apply to anything having to do with business; I learned
my basics from working at the phone company! And, please
forgive me for editorialiaing a bit, but over the years I have
intentionally formed some strong opinions.

A Quality Sample
‘Well, if you're going to do it right, you'd better do it right. If
you've read the reviews in the Hacker over the years, you'll
find out that there's a minimum that people expect when
they're buying from a third-party company. Like patch
selects, normalization, tuning, etc. Anti the majority of com-
panies don't provide those things. You'll fmd many apprecia-
tive (read "return") customers if you fully-blow your sam-
ples, that is, make them as useful and versatile as possible.
Here's a partial list of the areas you might concentrate on:

- Good velocity-sensitivity
- Ivlemory-efficiency

l_ i 

Garth Hjelte (ofRubber Chicken Software)

- Good feel to the keys
- Patch selects, Aftertouch
- Yersatile mod-wheel {not just vibrato)
- Accurate across the keyboard
- Normalized for volume
- Not overdriven (16-Plus or ASR-10)
- Custom effects programming
- Minimum layers for good polyphony
- ‘velocity-layers if needed
- Availability for 38-note board

When you sample, get the hottest signal you can get without
clipping. EQ it properly and multisample it. The two areas
I've seen lacking in commercially-available samples are fast
response to the keys, wasted memory, inconsistency across
the keyboard, and no patch selects. You'll find that these
things make all the difference in the world.

Documentation, Copying, Printing, and Shipping
A manual helps. Good documentation makes the customer
feel more at ease and confident with what you sold him. Let
him know how to work your product because possibly he's
not going to see the immediate application himself. What
may be very obvious to you, frequently is not so to others.
For example, we just put out a pedal steel sample that was de-
pendent on patch selects for it to sound right. If we hadn't
documented it, people would have only gotten half of what
they bought. Again, don't assume that your customer either
knows how to use what you're selling or even that it's his job
to find out. lt's your job to make the application clear.

Disk-copying — oh, what a subject! That alone is the most
time-consuming effort of all. My original EPS had to have
the most disk-operating hours of all of them! You can get



bulk disks by the hundreds (two good sources are Midwestem
Diskette: 1-SUD-221-6332 (they have yellow disksl), or lvl]-31,!
Micro Center: I-Still-634-34?B). You can use your own EPS,
or use Giebler Enterprise's Ensoniq Disk Manager for the
IB M-PC or ProCopy for the Atari. Don't tmderestimate the
time-commitment here. If you want to get the product out to
the customer quickly, you have to stay on top of it.

Having a computer helps tremendously in the design and the
manufacture of disk labels (Avery form 5196), the production
of catalogs and manuals, the creation of advertising, and the
keeping of a good mail list. I use Aldus PageMaker, which
can pretty much do anything as far as layout goes. As was
mentioned in the previous article of this series, doing things
in-house (especially printing) can save you lots of money.

For shipping, I have found Jiffy-Pak bags to be very effective
for protecting disks (Associated Bag: 1-300-926-6100). Most
of the time, I send stuff U.S. Mail. I accept personal checks,
and believe it or not, I have not had a check bounce on me
yet! As soon as I start having problems, then maybe I'll
change my policies. And CODs are easy to handle. In fact,
they wind up to be better for me, because I can charge an
extra handling fee and I don't have to pay the VISA or Mas-
tercard discount if they used their credit card. Ah, yes, let's
talk about credit cards.

The VlSAtMasterearcl Account
With banks really tightening their belts these days, it is very
difficult for a mail-order company to obtain a Merchant Ac-
count from a bank. What this lets you do is accept a person's
VISA or Mastercard as a form of payment. 90% of my cus-
tomers pay this way now, so in looking back, I would say that
it is very important.

To convince a commercial banker that he should grant you
such an account, you're gonna have to do some preparation.
Get all your promotional materials, put them in one folder,
write up a cover sheet that details how much money you ex-
pect to draw on the account. Copy off all your prior advertis-
ing, to show the banker that you're serious about your
business, and show what your plans for the future are.

The next step is to find a commercial bank. There are plenty
of savings and loans, but they can't help you. The only banks
that carry Merchant Accounts are the big ones with commer-
cial charters. Look in your phone book. Call their Bankcard
departments, and ask them how you can open an account up.
Now, most banks will tell you that you should send your ap-
plication in, and they'll take care of it. Go ahead and do that,
but also go down to a local branch and find a personal banker
to talk with and show them what you want and ask if they'll
go to bat for you. Be prepared to accept a high discount rate
(what the bank subtracts off each sale for the privilege of ac-
cepting the card). It took me several months to get mine.

Business Ethics
This may be somewhat off the subject, but I have to tell a
story that illustrates on how a company should not be run.
There was a company a couple of years ago that advertised in
the Hacker that promised 25 disks of sounds for only $99.
Back then, and even now, that was a good deal. But if you
could understand what the ad really said, it actually contained
25 disks worth of sounds on 4 floppy disks. I went out and
bought the sounds, expecting to see 25 disks in my mailbox.
When I got them I was pretty surprised. I checked the disks
out anyway, hated the sounds (they were all short-memory
sounds, which I was not interested in, and they were cheaply
done), and then looked at the ad again. Ah... I had been
ripped off! So I sent the disks back (there was no phone num-
ber listed in the ad) with a letter explaining that what I
bought was not what I really wanted, and that I wanted a
reftmd. You would not believe what I got back --— a letter ex-
plaining that the company refused to give refunds, and then
accused me of copying the disks! They said that they were
able to know whether I put the disks into my machine or not
(which is impossible] and that I had done that. So I was out
$103 (they charged $3 for S+H). You may think that mail-
order fraud exists only to rip off gullible people, but it has
happened in the pages of the Hacker!

Think of the customer. The America Dream of owning a busi-
ness doesn't mean taking advantage of people, it means
scratching someone else's back and working on them to
scratch yours. That will make your business successful, be-
cause it's based on the principle of mutual satisfaction.

This can also extend to listening to your customer's com-
plaints. If they think something's wrong, they're usually
right. If fact, they're always right. If you want another sale
from them, oblige them and try to do something about it.
Over the years, return business has been vital to the success
of my company. Check this out — 50% of my business is
return business. Given that figure I get the impression that it
is important to please the customer. If they're not coming
back, I would have had half the sales.

I wish you best success in your venture — it can be risky, but
most of the fun is the challenge. Call me up if you have any
particular questions: I'm happy to share most of what I know

with you. ‘Til next time... -

Bio.‘ Garth Hjeite is the owner of
Rubber Chicken Software Co.,
where all the food they eat is fried.
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$Q- I/2 3: KS-32 Hockerpotch Jeffrey Rho-crols
Prog: Jungletlute 02

Notes: Iungleflute 02 adds tropical flavor to music, whether it's
the deep dark jungles of Africa or the lush islands of the

WAYE

By: Walter Cooper, Latter Sounds

Carribean. Pressure adds a breathy vibrato. The modwheel
dampens the reverb to create presence.
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Th6 HECIC After I entered this patch, I played it for a fellow
player... a minor disagreement ensued. He felt the patch was
more effective as a pad, so why not let it "sustain" a bit using
different release values. I, on the other side, heard Jungle Flute
as a solo-type sound and liked the original parameters. Not to
worry; if you prefer the pad-like releases, for one or both voices,
simply go to the Amp Section and change the Envelope MDDE
to FINISH... If you like the sound of the Envelope as is, let the
MODE retain its NDRMAL setting.

I feel the DELAY time is a little long in the LFD Section. For
'v'oices I and 2, bring it down to 40. In the Effects Section,
change FX-I to 33 for more Reverb. The "Flange" part of this ef-
fect secms not to be quite dominant enough. Go to FLANGE
CENTER and give it a value of U5. Using this effect, you can

easily add more edge or breath to this sound. Adjust FEED-
BACK to -‘I-'8. (This will sharpen the high end.) Finally, those
without SQ-Is or pressure sensing controllers, please remember
to assign different MDDSRC's wherever PRESSURE appears. A
nice patch.

Jeffrey Rhoads

Bio: Jeffrey Rhoads has been a key-
= boardisttcomposer on the Philadelphia

lass and R + B scene for a period of
time resembling forever. He has an in-
terest in cinema and has developed
some film courses. Jeff still believes in
magic and longs for city lights.
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Haclterpatch is intended to be a place where patch vendors can show their wares and musicians can share their goodies and impress their
friends. Dnce something's published here, it's free for all. Please don't submit patches that you know to he minor tweaks of copyrighted
commercial patches unless you have permission from the copyright owner. All submitted patches are subject to consideration for mutilation

I and comments by Sam Mime and Jeffrey Rhoads — our resident patch analysts. If you send in a patch, please include your phone number.
Requests for particular patches are also very welcome.

I SDWFK - A sitar patch.

 l

Pending Hacker-Requests: SQ-1l'2 - An "Elton John" Dberheim Bass patch -- like in Rocket Man.
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Who says you have no RESONANT FILTER?
The ASH-10 and EPS-1 E PLUS can novv go “Bwaaooww."
The HEZ FILTER algorithrn is a striking re-creation ot an analog
synthesizer, the classic Ivlinlmoog. A four-pole low-pass resonant
filter is coupled to a |ightning- last ADSFi envelope generator. The
filters resonance control [also known as emphasis, bandwidth, or
D] gives it that distinctive analog sound by creating a sharp peak in
the frequency response. This peak is swept by the envelope or any
modulation source. it does things you can't do by sampling an
analog synth.
To demonstrate some applications of HEZ FILTEFI, the dislr comes
with a collection of raw ivlinimoog samples that coma to lite when
they hit the resonant fitter. But what you want to do is warp your
own sounds, and you can-— you'll quickly be transfomting your
entire library of clean digital samples into lat and juicy olweeps,
bwops and darnts.
The FIEZ FILTER etiect algorithm also incorporates some ot
wnvaaove trademark parallel effects: both chorus and reverb.
Dtherfun taatures include a choice of single or multi-trigger modes
on the envelope generator, and a sample-and-hold.
But wait... there's more: this disk includes another algorithm that
does frequency modulation [Flvl.} Again, an example sound is
included that sounds terribly much like the Dirt-1'. Sui The DI-T
used only sine waves-—you can go iurther. This algorithm allows
you to modulate any sound with any other soundi The results can
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be unpredictable: really crazy, really tat, and sometimes really
grungy. Like FIEZ FILTEFI, Fh\l+Flii includes chorus and reverb
which can be added to the Flvl output or used for other sounds on
SUS2.
The HESDHAHT FILTEFl disk isjust $39.95
direct from lNA‘v'eBD‘r' Industries, including
shipping. Foreign orders, add SB, PA
residents add S‘!-is tax. Use visa,
iviastercard, money order or
cashier check.

WAVSBDY Industries
P.D. Box 233,
Paoli, PA 1t-I301 USA

order by phone:
(215) 251 -9552
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ESQ-1iSQ-BD PFIOG: CP-SD

The Patch

One of my favorite acousticielectric hybrid pianos. It has a lot
more body and fullness than most I've heard.

The Hack

The addition of OSC 3 playing a BASS wave is what gives
this sound more body than a lot of piano sounds. It also adds
some hi-frequency sparkle that defines the sound nicely. The
slight dctuning between OSC 1 Sr 2 (a Fl]*~ilE value of only 1)
is ideal for emulating the way a piano's three strings per key
chorus naturally. Increasing this number can give less realistic,
but fuller sounds. This sotmd is great layered with a good, full
pad soundi Advancing the mod wheel gives a darker, muted
tone. Try changing OSC3's WAVE to BELL, SYNTH2,
BASS 2, GRIT 3, STRING, BELL 2, BREATH, and VOICE3
for varying amounts of bell in the tone.



SD 3: VFX HClCk9l|Eit.i’iCh Sam Mines
SD S VFX Prog:t.'-IUEST

By:li"'aitsr Ceupar, Latter Sound Preriucliens
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EOUIPMENT

Kurawali K2000 VAST synthesizer keyboard
with version 2.06 ROM, will play back BPS,
EPS-16+ samples (also AKAI S1000 and
Roland S-T00), new with warranty, 300 sounds,
2 Meg sample RAM {expandable to 64 Meg)
just $2100! Yamaha TG-33 32-voice vector
synth module, 6 months old, perfect, S330. Two
Yamaha TIT‘: (DI? modules] 3200 each, Op-
code ed.-‘lib with 1000s sounds, S20. Digitech
DSP 123+ muliieffeets $100. EPS 4X expander,
new in box, S190. Phone: 510-543-6193.

BPS-16+ OEX-6 Output Expander. $150 PP.
61?-293-5621.

SQ-30, never out of my house, mint condition.
Disks and cartridges with sounds. Operation
manual. Will ship. No reasonable offer refused.
Call after noon East Coast time. Mike, 215-
253-3294.

WANTED: SCSI adapter for Maartist's 4x Ex-
pander for EPS Classic. Cs.l1 Steve, 206-
565-4201, leave message.

‘WANTED: Remote programmer for Oberheltn
Matrlx6R. Call Brian at 315-‘T35 -T313.

YFX-stl with large sound library, $1150. Sam
Mims, T13-965-9041.

EPS-16 Plus Turbo rack, in excellent condition,
with all docs and loads of sounds. $1500.
EPS-16 Plus keyboard with PB-1 Flashbank and
maximum memory. $1300. EPS-16 Plus output
expander, $150. 503-245-3752.

BPS-16+, max memory, FBI Flashbank: $1500.
EPS-l6 Output Exp: $200. Phone: 503-245-
31-'52 or 503-452-9491.

SQ-30 wr'out operational keyboard; 2 sound
carts: 30 3: 160 patches; many sounds on disks
including demo sequences; power cord; manual;
gig bag. $515 obo. HR-16; power-pack; manual.
3150 obo. lack Tolin, 23 E. Elm Ave., Quincy,
MA 02120, ph: 61?-T70-0654 (leave message).

Looking to trade folly loaded EPS-l6+ key-
board (memory expansion, output expansion,
SCSI) for an EPS-16+ raekmount. {Will ship
U.P.S.} IBM sequencing program: Sequencer
Plus Gold by Yoyetra. Original, not copy. Irr-
eludes MIDI interface, all docs dt manuals.
3300 obo. Also, Boss Dr 550: $150. ART SGE
Mach II: 3450 obo. John, (903) 566-3332 or
566-4092, [NI], leave message.

Ensoniq SD-1.-"32 plus extras. T months old.
Home use ONLY. Need cash NO‘Wlll
Reasonable offer. Call Robert, 412-373-T396, 3
to’! EST.

Kumweil l000SX string module. Upgraded with
Hi'( block. Pro II equivalent: $550. Lexicon
LXP-5 Effect Processor studio quality F71:
$400. Alesis 3630 Stereo Compressorifiate:
$235. {T031 422- l6l5.

USER GROUPS i CONTACTS
The International Samplers Cooperative is avail-

able for all sampler users to meet and trade
non-copyrighted, proprietary and non-pro-
prietary samples. We also offer user support via
MusoBBS (313) 334-6299, Midilink, and
FidoNct. Check out our newsletter, “The Loop."
For details write: ISC, 20920-4? Yentura Blvd,
Suite 293, ‘We-crdiand Hills, CA 91364. Yoioe:
(310) 45$-2653.

SAMPLES

16-Bit samples of classic synths by the Hacker's
Tom Shear. Same quality and quantity offered
by other companies for nearly 3 times the price!
Send large SASE for free catalog. Tom Shear,
T06 University Drive, State College, PA 16301.

Trade EPS samples by mail. I have over 1.6 mil-
lion block library! Many killer Homemade and
PD samples. Send you list. Craig, PO Box
33l64, LA, CA 90033. Phone: 310-4'.-'9-2222.

NUMBER CHANGED! If you too want to order
the authentic EPSi"16+r'ASR-l0 AUSTRIAN
SOUND LIBRARY [reviewed TH 5l‘93} for
only $39 (s&h: $6), you have to dial (Austria)
1-3T6 3'? T4, or write directly to: Diets TIN-
HOF, I-Iimmelhofg. 46, A-1130 Vienna, Austria.

Mirage samples: Plus moving wavesamples all
over. T sounds in one bank, much more. List-
ings: $1.00. Demo tape: $6.00 {includes list-
ings}. Mr. wavesample, 162 Maple Place,
Keyport, N] 0TIr'35. 903-264-3512. Make
checks payable to lack C. Loesch.

The Hacker's Jack Tolin presents Cross‘Wave
Sounds: The classic drums of the HR-l6 [2-disk
set; 49 sounds); SYNTH-BITSI — tum your
EPS-16+ or ASE-10 into a synthesizer with
these low-memory samples — Ml Series (5-disk
set; 50 sounds). All disks are $5 each (foreign
silt - add $5.} To: lack Tolin, 23 E. Elm Ave.,
Quincy, MA 0211-'0.

EPS, EPS-16+, ASR-l0 samples you can really
use: Grand Piano, B-3, Rhodes, Flute, Nylon
Guitar, Pedal-Steel, etc. Quality not quantity.
Tweaked for months. Mininral blocks. For
sound list write: “Little Buddy Sounds," P.O.
Box 254, Sandy, Utah 3409l- 0254.

ECCENTRIC SAMPLES [Mirage and EPS).
Ethnic, Ancient Greek, Medieval instrtiments;
Partch creations; Industrial Percussion dt more.
Mirage demo tape: $3. EPS demo tapes (idol. H
or Yol. ill): S6 each. U.S. funds only. Demo
tapes include disk list. For lists alone, send
SASE to: N"itiHTWlND Sound, 1T0 Mar Monte
Ave., La Selva, CA 95076.

MIRAGE SAMPLES. 51' new samples for $30.
Most are unusual. 5 disks, 36 each {US funds).
Demo S3. SASE for free listing. Treehouse
Sound, PO Box l3563, Boulder, CO 30303-
3563.

SUPERB EPS.-‘ASE SAMPLES of E-mu Pro-
cussion, Minirnoog, it-4, guitars, drums, and
more, from the Hnclter’.s Sam Mims, $9.95 per
dislt. Post-production quality sound effects sam-
pies $5.95 per disk, $5.45 each for six or more.
Mirage Dlslt 1, samples from Minimoog, DH-T,
and YFK, for $7.95. Send SASE for free catalog
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Clctssifieds
to: Syntaur Productions, 2315 Mid Lane #44,
Houston, TX ‘I-"l'02'?, or call {T13} 965-9041.

PATCHESISOUN D5

60 YFX-sd patches created by Iim Grote. Wide
variety of sounds with complete documentation.
Call for free Information Packet, or send $30 for
YFK-sd disk to: Jim Grote, 3221 Frances Ave.,
Cincinnati, OH 45211. Phone: (513) 661-S335.

MAOICAL YFl{r'1r'Fli-sdi'SD-1 SOUNDS from
the Hnc.i:er’s Sam lvlimsl YFX SET l offers ex-
citing transwave patches, killer pads with mo-
tion that just won't stop, and much more.
Completely YFX compatible. 60~Sortnd bank is
just $39.95 on disk, $93.95 on EEPROM
cartridge. Also available for the ESQ and
SQ-30 are the acclaimed Soundsets l through 4.
Forty patches per set, for $117.95. Send SASE
for free literature. Syntaur Productions, 2315
Mid Lane #44, Houston, TX 'Ir"I-'02'?, or call
{T13} 965-9041.

MUSIC

The Ministry for the Absorption of Proto-
humans, Androids 8: Cyborgs. Original New
Agefretrof synth.-"rocit.i'Artl'~rlusik. Composed and
performed by William Holt Penninger, Jr.
ManfMaehiner'Music (1991) $6.00; The Ac-
cessible Penninger (1991, reviewed in TH
11.392) $l0.00; Fdt=mdv {I992} $6.00. To
order, contact: Computer Musician Coalition,
1-300-4CMC, 1024 W. Wilcox Ave., Peoria, IL
61604.

SEOUENCES

SD-l,fYFX-sd: Sequences for weddings, church,
dinners. 3'.-‘.00 each {S1 p do h]; 5f-$25.00 [$2 p
S: h}. For demo tape and infornration, send
$5.00 to: Dan Briggs, DATA EASE MUSIC
PRODUCTION, Box 1164, Archer City, TX
T6351.

OUT-OF-PRINT BACK ISSUES

M.U.G. will provide Out-of-Print issues for cost
of materials and postage. M.U.G. Hotline:
2l2-465- 3430 or write: G-4 Productions, PO
Box 6l5TI-I, Yonkers, NY 10203. Attn: TH
Back Issues. Phone: (212) 465-3430.

Photocopies of out-of-print past issues of the
Hacker can be obtained by calling lack Loesch,
903-264-3512 after 6 pm EST.

Folks in the New York City area can get copies
of unavailable back issues of the Hacker -—- call
Jordan Scott, T13-933-2400.

FFIEE CLASSIFIEDS!

‘Well - within limits. Welre offering free class-
ified advertising {up to 40 words} to all sub-
sctibers for your sampled sounds or patches.
Additional words, or ads for other products or
services, are 25 cents per word per issue
(BOLD type: 45 cents per word). Unless
renewed, freebie ads are removed after 2 issues.
‘wltile you’re welcome to resell copyrighted
sounds and programs that you no longer have
any use for, ads for copies of copyrighted
material will not be accepted. Sorry - we can‘t
take ad dictation over the phone!



Letters for The Interface may be sent to any of the following addresses:
U.S. Mail - The Interface, Transoniq Hacker, I402 SW Upland Dr., Portland, OR 93221
Electronic mail - GEnie Network: TRANSONIQ, CompuServe: T-l3260,3353, Internet (via CS): T3260.3353@compuserve.com.
This is probably one of the most open forums in the music industry. Letter writers are asked to please keep the vitriol to a minimum. Readers are
reminded to take everything with a grain of salt. Resident answer—man is Clark Salisbury (CS). Letter publication is subject to space considerations.

Dear TH, Clark, et.al.,

First, let me add my congratulations on
such a fine magazine! I'm a high school
music teacher and not only do I base some
of my lessons itt my E.lectronic,lComputer
Music course on articles in the Hacker,
but I've given a few back issues to our
economics teacher to use in showing how
good communications between supplier
(Ensoniq), and customers through a vi-
able, easy to digest interface (TH) makes
for happy campers and increased sales all
around!

Second: Clark, I know that you can't make
lots of brand-specific suggestions in this
column, but... I'm looking for suggestions
on software or books that make the teach-
ing of sampling and sequencing easy
enough for teenagers to understand, to use
in the above-mentioned class. I've check-
ed the Mix Bookshelf but am loathe to
spend the $3 on books for which I've only
read a two-sentence description. I use an
EPS-16+ wlmemory expander, a PC with
Roland SCC-1 cardlMIDI interface,
TAP's Musiclhinter 4.1 and a variety of
other sequencing and composition pro-
grams on the PC.

Third: As a guy who loves the electronic
music medium but as a teacher who has
almost NO time to tweak, I loved the ar-
ticle a couple of months back that showed
how to take two factory sounds for the
16+ and tweak them into something else
entirely! I'd like to see more articles or
EPS-16+ Hacker Patches along those
lines.

I'm also interested in hearing from other
music teachers utilising Ensoniq equip-
ment in school applications. Please write
or E-Mail me at the addresses below.

Sincerely,
Tim Thomas
clo Tire Orme School
H.C. 63, Box 3040
Mayer, Arizona 36333
Intenret (via America On Line): tim-
musik@aol.com.

{CS — Actually, l'm not at all opposed to
making brand-specific suggestions if I feel
the product ls a good one. However, my
experience with sample editing ls pretty
much limited to Macintosh-based soft-
ware, so l'm afraid .l can't be of much
help. I have heard some good things about
o sample-editor from Turtle Beach. They
can be reached at fill?) 343-69l6. It
might be worth loolclng lnto. Otherwise,
maybe someone at Erssonlo or one of our
readers will have a recommendation or
two to malce.,1

* 

Hey Tl-I,

Are you guys still out there? When I
bought my EPS several years back, I got a
copy of TH dated Nov, 1939. Anyway, I
just wondered if there was anyone left out
there who might know a little bit about the
EPS OS disk layouts. I talked with Alan
Smith at Ensoniq a while back, and he
said he was plamring to do the documenta-
tion, but not to hold my breath.

Ensoniq was kind enough to send me, free
of charge, their External Command Spe-
cification document which pretty much
describes the layout of things as they look
in memory, and they tell me that this stuff
looks similar on disk, which it appears to.
Man do they ever have a weird way of
doing things! I have written a sector editor
which allows you to modify the EPS disk
with an IBM PC, and programs to read
and write EPS disks to and from a binary
file on the PC hard drive. Also I've writ-
ten code to compare a file with a disk,
which allows slow and painful reverse en-
gineering of the OS by changing one
parameter at a time, and seeing which
bytes change on the disk. I had hoped
eventually to make a point and click inter-
face for the PC to allow creation of a cus-
tom OS disk and wave editing, etc... It's
been a few years since I worked on this,
artd I'm getting hack into it now, but I
thought I'd sec if anybody else out there
might've designed this wheel already! If
not, anyone who's interested in seeing the
results or helping with the project are wel-
come to respond!
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PS: I must credit Gregg Lents of Litch-
field, MN. I didn't even know it was poss-
ible to read an EPS disk with a PC until I
talked to him sometime back.

Cliff Hail
Rt 2 Box 369
Johnson City, TN 33605
(6 1 5},l923 -653 5
Compuserve: 'l53l0,30l3

{TH — Yup, we're still here. The guy you
wont to contact ls Gary Giebler at 315-
652-524.1. He did an article for us a whlle
bacl: on dlslc formats for the various Err-
sonio gear and he's presently selling dlsl:
utllltlcs for said gear that runs under
DOS.)

Dear Sir,lMa'arn,

I-low about an article or series of articles on
panning, volume and effects? In other
words, how do various groups or producers
use these tools?

which instruments are generally panned
left, right, middle? Which irrsuuments are
generally out front and which are usually
more hidden? Which effects are generally
used with which insuuments and in what
amounts?

I used the word "generally" several times
because I realize different types of music
will feature their own styles (even different
songs of one type will vary). But I imagine
groups as well as producers have a starting
point from which they begin.

Fred Bass
Worcester, Mass.

{CS — The subject of spatial placement in tt
mix is a rather broad one, involving not
only panning issues, but processing as
well. Whereas early stereo mites often
sfm.p.ly had some instruments playing out
the right spealter and the others out the
left, modern technology allows us to place
individual sounds pretty much anywhere ln.
any number of simulated three-dimensional
spaces.



l agree that articles addressing these is-
sues could be most helpful. and l'd love to
see this type of thing in these pages. ln the
meantime. you might want to take a look
at nyof the recording-specific magazines
ottt there - Mia. for example. or Record-
ing Engineer.v'PEroducer..l'

Dear Hacker.

I'm having a rather confusing problem
with my SD-1. I can't get it to transmit
MIDI control parameter #1U (perusing) to
any of my ettternal synths. The MIDI im-
plementation chart in the manual states
that the SD-1 recognises and transmits
controller #10 but whenever I attempt to
send this data (using the Pan button in the
performance section] it seems to send con-
trol #'l1 (timbre) instead. I have all the
correct El channels. etc. set properly.
Wltat gives? If this is a bug. is Ensoniq
working on an OS update to correct it?
And. if not. what am I doing wrong‘?

Thanks for your expertise.
Michael Mooney
Mt prospect. IL

{CS - The .5-‘D-l isn't really set up to
directly transmit controller are (pan)
messages; as you've discovered. the data
slider sends controller #1? {volume} mes-
sages. There might be a couple of things
you could try. though.

The sequencer is fully capable of record-
ing and playing back controller #10 mes-
sages. if you have something that can
generate these messages |'another synth
that sends controller #.l U. a computer and
appropriate sofiware. a Lexicon LXF-llli
programmer. etc.J you could probably use
that device to overdub pan messages into
the SD-I . You'll need to set the SD-l
XTRL to #10 {press the ll-Ill}! Control but-
ton to access the XTRL parameter) for the
SD-l to send and receive these messages.

if you simply want the SD-.l to control
non-dynamic stereo plaeemeru of external
sounds. you might consider inserting
XTRL messages directly into your sequen-
ces in Event Edit mode. Clrtce again. you'll
need to matte sure that XTRL is set to #1‘ 0
from the Mlllll Control page.j'

{Ensoniq - With Dperatirtg System version
4.llI‘ we added response to panning. You

should check with your local dealer about
getting a copy of it. lf you are using an
£15. version earlier than 4.0 fwhich
means that you have an original 21'-voice
SD-lj you will also need new ROM chips.
in which case it is best to contact our C.'us-
tomer Service department (2l.5} dd?-3930
for more help .I

Dear Interface.

As an enthusiastic EPS-M owner I would
like to have your reaction to two prob-
lems. First. I want to edit waveform data
with my MS-DDS computer. Therefore. I
want to be able to read EPS-M disks with
the PC. I have sent two faxes to Giebler
Enterprises which you wrote about in
Issue #93. but I have not received arty
answer. Also. Ensoniq does not give me
the information I need. Is there any soft-
ware which maltes it possible to manipu-
late waveform data with the PC‘? I am
almost desperate.

The second problem is that sometimes.
usually after recording a songtraclt. the
amount of memory blocks used for the
song increases rapidly. Normally. song
and sequence infortnation takes about til]
blocks. But when this problem occurs I
have had songs containing more than ITUU
blocks! The only way to solve this is to
save each sequence separately. erase all
sequence data and load each sequence
again and put them together into the song
again. I have not the faintest idea what
could be the cause of this problem or how
to prevent it.

Sincerely yours.
Ruben Harry
The Netherlands

{CS - The problem you describe is a bug
that has been corrected in newer GS
releases 1'l believe}. ifyou're not using US
2.49. l'd suggest getting a copy from your
dealer. or contacting Ensoniq Customer
Service [Zl5-64?-3930).

As far as waveform editors goes. l can
only reiterate what I told Tim Thomas
(above); while I've had almost no direct
experience with wave editors on the PC.
you might checlt into the program from
Turtle Beach.j'

ITH — We passed your letter on to Giebler
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Keyboard sounding a
bit 1,? You need some
#new sounds. and Elly.
we've got them. It's

[Duff-

HSR-‘IO. EPS-‘I6 Plus. EPS...
lilu a classic Minimoog. an lbanez
guilar. a K4. and a set of Yamaha

ecording Custom drums for $9.95
each?! Sort of.

1 Dur samples go beyond these originals.
Add pobéphony to a Minimoog. make a
K4 soun incredibly huge. get the ideal
drum sound in seconds

Television versus Sledgehammer!
[The hammer wins.)
Syntaur Productions has a dynamic
sound effects sample library. ideal for
post-production work or for adding an
extra dimension to your recording

roject. Frighteningly realistic sounds.
From chainsaws to CI‘ltI.l(El5 to Harleys.
only $5.95 per dislcl

SD-‘I. VF!-sd. VFX...
Get the patches gtraight from the
Hackerpatcher hlmse fl
A new set of BU slammin' sounds from
Sam Mims - used on top selling albums
and in live tourin around the world.
Drop $39.95. andget the absolute best.

ESQ and SQ-BO...
Sounds that a Transoniq Hacker
reviewer found to be ‘by far the
best I've seen. Ever!"
Soundsets 1 through 4. from Sam Mims.

d‘ lte h ' to I-c U1use ta tca _ c ntques ma e ese
keyboards s1ng\ll|lcex]ou've never heard
them before. ew nclden waveforms"
in both die ESQ-1 and the SQ-BU?
Yep! $11-"'.95 gets you a Soundset of 40
pa ches you won't erase.

It maly he a dinosaur. but dinosaurs
roar oudlyl

lia‘;°a“ll§ ESL.-°3§’tl"illL‘l'r'l1'2.'i‘s:§1'§§£'5i'§'I'
DI? Slam Bass and cool VF sounds -
all on a single §.?.El5 floppy.

Want the complete scotZ?_ 5' for a
free catalog. ordrop a tn the box.
Your keyboards will love you for it.

Syntaur Productions
2315 Mid Lane #44
Houston. TX W027

(713) 965-9041
Canfifrtd what you need anywhere?

Ca _ for a quote on custom digital
recording. sampling. and progrommotg.

I
|I __ __
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Enterprlses and Gary Giebler replies.
"din April 23th. ||'the same day we received
your fax]. we faxed our catalog and price
list along with a cover letter and shipping
information to the fax number you re-
quested. We also would be happy to mail a
copy of this information to you." Gary
also mentioned the Giebler Enterprises
doesn't have a dedicated line for fax only.
l-i"ith small businesses ifincluding the
Hacker} people should generally call
before they fax something or else risk just
faxing into somebody's ear or answering
machine..l

{Ensoniq - Turtle Beach can be reached
at 1‘"Fl I?) 843-6916.] -

Dear Hacker.

First off. I know you hear quite often
about how much we all like your newslet-
ter. but I'd like to express my own ap-
preciation. I feel like I've bought into an
institution instead of a piece of gear.

Anyway. I own an EPS-16+ and I've been

t"iI'$'l§.dt;'?...
The Rutter Chicken *1‘: - J "RUBBER CHICKEN

SOFTWGRE CO
Serious Samples for the EPSfutnt'ly of instruments

introductory Purl
rs diets efgmrt sounds - frets the
entire RC6‘ library - duly 15935!

Fou wantsome greatdrum sounds - but
you also want good basses and strings
and... welt. you wanteverything! Here
vou 'llfind the best samples we 've got -
tn one dvnamtte collecrtoni I"ou 'll also

having a few problems with it. Dc-
casionally an instrument will randomly
transpose itself while I'm playing it. I
check both the root key page and the in-
strumcnt transpose page and neither shows
any transposition going on. I've checked
controller assignments. the pitch envelope.
everything. and none seem to be causing
the problem. The weird thing is that when
the sequencer plays the instrument. it
plays without the transposition. Also.
every once in a while sequences will
randomly change tempo while they are
playing. The tempo page doesn't show
anything going on. it just shows the tempo
staying where it should be. If I save the
problem sequence, turn the machine off.
and load everything back up again. it's
fine. It's just a pain though. having to do
that in the middle of recording. New both
these things happen completely at random.
Does this mean the machine is just being
quirky? If so. I thought the new CLS. was
supposed to take care of quirks.

On another subject. please print more ar-
ticles for the EPS. ‘16+. or ASH-lil. It
doesn't matter if I can put them to use

Call Todayfor yourfree Catalog.
and Sound disk’

. l

right away. I love reading them. Even if
it's about the most abstract thing I'll
guarantee you at least one reader (me).

To Tom Shear: I'm sorry this is a bit late
but thank you for the hackerpatch you
made for the EPS. It's become quite a use-
ful sound. If you ever feel like making
another one. please do.

Now. one last thing. I'm not sure if this is
an original idea because it seems like
someone would have thought of this al-
ready. but. if not. I'd like to share this
sample trick with y'all. I thought. instead
of sampling a length of a waveform. why
not just take one cycle and loop it. So I
tried it. I took a sample. set the loop start
and end points right next to each other.
and set the sample start at the same place
as the loop start (to make sure I was only
getting the sound of the loop). What came
out wasn't quite pretty (an understate-
ment} but I moved the start and end times
around until I got a workable waveform.
New all I had was a simple waveform but
with filters, envelopes. and effects. Any
decent synthesist could turn it into a cool

l"lU§lC
Mo_q|C

fixifil \
flttd couponfor 15% ofiydurnext buy. 'm'fl"'1'J'E """i" '0fi'1' "me """"""""?""" PROFESSION“ QUQUTT
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sound. {By the way. if you try this. you'll
probably have to t|.1ne the waveform to
your other instruments because the pitch is
almost always transposed.) So. anyway.
after I finished tinkering with it I trun-
cated the thing and was left with a cool
sound that only took up 3 blocks! Cool
sounds for small memory are certainly
good things for those of us who can't
upgrade to more than 3 megs. Even if you
have an AER-ll] with 16 megs it's still ftm
if you're one of those who like to tinker.
Also. one thing l'd like to add: if you
leave some of the original sample on
either side of tl1e loop points. try modulat-
ing the loop position. This won't change
the pitch of your looped sound but it'll
change the timbre because you're cycling
through different parts of the original
waveform. So. if you haven't tried this
before. jeea. go out and have some fun.

Joel Nelson.
Rohnert Park. CA.

{CS - Joel. you've discovered the magic
of short loops. Short loops. or single-cycle
loops. are a snap to get. but there's a
catch. Short loops usually work best on
single-waveform samples — in other
words. samples that are not chorused in
any way. A single guitar note. a single
electric piano note. a vocal note - all are
good candidates for short loops. String
sections. vocal choruses and l2 string
guitar are all examples of sounds that
won't sound right with short loops.

The idea behind single-cycle looping is to
loop exactly one cycle of the sampled
waveform. To make this easiest. auto-loop
finding should be set to ON. {this is the
default setting). Select the sample you
wish to loop. and move to the top of the
l.i'PS's WAVE page. making sure that
MOD'E=LC-PUP FURWARD. Next. cursor
to the LUGP START page for press 83 on
the keypad). and set the loop start to an
arbitrary point toward the middle of the
wavesample, ifaround 50% of the way in).
Cursor to the LUUP END page. coarse
adjust. Grab the data slider and move it
all the way down - this sets the loop end
as close to the loop start as possible. Now
select the loop endjine adjust (the number
in the lefi‘ of the display). Play a note on
the keyboard. and press the UP arrow but-
ton until the loop is more-or-less in tune
with the rest of the sample. You will
probably need to press it no more than a

couple of times to find a perfect loop f in
most cases). With auto-loop finding on.
each time you increment the loop end
poirtt. the ass-to Plus for EPS. or
AER-ill} is trying to find the next point in
the waveform that contains a sero-cross-
ing. and the waveform at the loop start
and loop end points is in phase 1’traveling
in the some direction). There are a couple
ofthings that can go wrong. however. llirte
is that the loop sounds okay. but it's not in
tune with the rest of the sample. The other
is that the loop is in tune. but it doesn't
sound right - it sounds dirty or "ratty."

if the loop isn't in tune. but otherwise
sounds okay. you may be able to fx it
using the "Loop end real fine" adjustment
- the number preceded by a decimal point
on the loop end page. lf the loop is flat.
underline this parameter and press and
hold the down arrow button - the loop
will slowly {probably real slowly) rise in
pitch. if you wish to tune the loop flat.
hold the up arrow button. Sooner or later.
your loop will reach the desired pitch.

lf your loop's in tune. but it sounds ratty.
then probably what's happened is that
you've picked a loop that contains some
wavedata that has an odd harmonic stick-
ing out somewhere. This harmonic
wouldn't normally cause you any trouble
if the waveform weren't looped - it may
play by so fast that you wouldn't notice it.
But when you loop it. it begins repeating
at the loop frequency fwhich in this case is
your sample's fundamental frequency) and
it can change the entire harmonic charac-
ter of the sound during the loop. To
remedy this. cursor over to the loop posi-
tion page. underline the fine adjustment
parameter. and use the UPIDOWN
ARRGW buttons to move the entire loop
back and forth through the wavedata.
You'll usually be able to find a good
sounding loop in with a minimum offuss
this way.

While you're on the loop position page.
you might also want to see how near the
beginning of your sample the loop can be
placed; simply underline the loop position
{percentage} number. and move the data
slider down. There are a couple of ad-
vantages to having your loop near the
sample's start point. The most obvious is
that the closer you can get to the sample
start point. the more memory you canfree
up when you truncate the sample after the
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loop end point. The other advantage is
that most samples are brighter near the
attack portion of the sound. rls you move
the loop position nearer to the sample's
start point. you'll notice it getting both
brighter and louder. particularly if the
original sample is of a percussive source.
such as guitar. bass. piano. etc. ifyou can
loop the sound near its beginning. you'll
be getting a more ejjficieru use of the
EPS-id F'lus' dynamic range [the sound is
louder). and a bright sound can befiltered
if you want it more mellow sounding. if
you can get a really bright loop on an
electric piano sample. for example. you
can filter the sound and then use velocity
or an envelope to control filter cutoff. and
set it up so that the sample is at full
brightness only on the hardest keystrokes
- in much the same way that a real
electric piano sound is brighter when
played harder.

r‘-is far as random transposition of EPS-l6
Plus instruments goes. that's a new one on
me. l'd recommend a call to Ensoniq Cus-
tomer Service {.2l5-6»4?'-393il,l.' what you
describe is definitely not normal.)

{TH — Sampler owners might also want to
check out the article ".l'ldiragefi-eq" in is-
sues 94 and 95. lt describes a program
that sets a .synth to produce just the right
pitch so that these "short loops" work out

Current Ensoniq 0.8.
rotnveenotrn
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just right for your sampling rate. lt's writ-
ten for the Mirage, but we're sure other
sampler hackers can make use of it.,l

{Ensoniq - Your problem should not be
written of as the El-'-‘S-ld PLUS "being
quirky." Please contact Customer Service
so we can help you get to the root (no pun
intended] of the problem.I

To the Hacker:

An open letter to Ensoniq: With technol-
ogy changing at a very rapid pace, users
are looking for a viable "upgrade path."

fine great thing about the PC computer
platform is that when your motherboard
becomes obsolete you can turf it and buy a
new one at a savings of over 50% com-
pared to buying a whole new computer.

Witl1 spending money being tighter these
days, I would expect there to be a huge
crowd of people looking for a way to
safeguard their neat $3000 keyboard in-
vestment (me for one). I am looking very

I KEYBOARDS
V WITH voon emu

r sequences: .

LEARN ROCK

V Introducing
f sacs ruebeen soot '

An Incredible New Program For
V Learning Rock Plano!

New you can jam, practice, and leam
classic rock riffs and solos with your

V own rock band anytime you want. Roch .
Through Midi features over 6-U roclt '

V sequences with drums, piano, bass and
- guitar, and has levels of skill for

beginning, intermediate, and advanced 5
V players. A. wide variety of rock styles

are featured: Rock and Roll, Poplllock,
V Heavy Metal, Boogie Woogie, Blues,

Lati11lRoelt, Sollllllock, Rock Ballads,
V and more. Leadsheets are also provided

with complete transcriptions of the I
V piano parts. Available for Ensoniq i

' SD-llli'I-TX-sd, EPS, ASH-lfl, Korg
T-Series, Mac, IBM, Atari, Amiga
(Type l lvlidifiles).

m $49.95
NEW SOUND MUSIC
PD. Boa F363 I Gait Park, MI -1-525?

Phone: (315) 355-31543 -
""""""""I""'I""'I

carefully before spending another dime on
equipment.

To satisfy us cautious spenders and get a
bunch more people onhoard your platform
I would suggest you make a viable up-
grade path for Ensoniq products.

I know this opens another cs.n of worms,
i.e., returns to the factory, etc. But with
some careful planning and modular think-
ing, tl1e Ensoniq of today could become
the Keyboard Hardware Standard of the
future, making your proprietary CLS.
releases {i.e., the way that Apple calls the
shots on their own platforms) the jewels
everyone goes after.

I and many others would gladly re-climb
onboard the Ensoniq Train if it offered us
a way to beat the upgrade treadmill. Let
me pay for new motherboards, power sup-
plies, floppy drives, even software up-
dates, but give me an upgrade path that
helps me stay state of the art without
re-mortgaging the house every three years.

I know Ensoniq used to offer a lot of bang
for the buck but some of the competition
is looking pretty far ahead these days — a
genuine upgrade path is what will make
me open my wallet again.

Best regards,
Orion Engar
Dorion Research Corp.

{CS - l'm sure Ensoniq will have some-
thing to say on the subject, but l just have
to jump in here. Haven‘: you noticed that
Ensoniq HAS made upgrades available for
VFXs, Sfls, and .S'Qs? As nearly as I can
tell, Ensoniq is evolving their products
into more modular instruments that can be
more easily upgraded. How many other
electronic instrument manufacturers do
you know that offer hardware upgrades
for their earlier products?

in an ideal world, any technology one
might purchase would be easily and iner-
pensiveiy upgraded, and while l thinlc En-
soniq is moving toward that goal, l don't
think it's always possible to turn last
year's model into next year's; at some
point the basic hardware has to change.
And it could be worse. Tali: to anyone who
bought an Apple llvx computer before it
was discontinued.,1’

Sfl

[Ensoniq - As Clark pointed out we have
ofiered a number of upgrades over the last
4-5 years. And with the sharing of sounds
within our products {EPS reading the
Mirage dishs, SQ and KS sharing sounds,
TS-ill reading our sample libraries} we
have tried to cross-pollinate our tech-
nologies wherever possible. Hut it is not
always possible to ofier even mainboard
swaps, as design changes on the main-
board may also dictate changes in other
components. Difierent display technol-
ogies, storage mediums, and better fidelity
analog and digital components can all
force changes that can not economically
be covered by an upgrade program.

We recognise the advantagesfor our users
of upgrade options and will certainly con-
sider them in the design of new products,
but we don't believe that it is a good idea
to stop advancing our technologies and
product capabilities because the new
designs cannot be easily upgraded to.
Thanksfor the comments."'j'

Dear T. Hacker,

I have an EPS-16+ and have enjoyed
using it for almost two years. It has
proven itself time and time again as the
workhorse for my band but it has let us
down in one area. The problem is that I
was wanting to take advantage of the 'l6+
“distortion guitar" and similar sounds in a
live performance situation and play them
via a Yamaha KX-5 MIDI controller. The
KX-5 is a strap-on (over the shoulder} unit
which gives me freedom to move around
on stage. When I link it up to the EPS-16+
via MIDI cable and turn on the KX-5
(BPS-16+ has already been booted up), the
BPS crashes with a "Reboot" 141. I check-
ed out my cables and they are good. The
KX-5 has no problem with my other
synths and sound modules. So what's the
problem???

Hacked off,
Spore E-'i.rus, NZCI
Atlanta, GA

{CS - The problem you describe is some-
thing l've not heard of before. ifyou have
some sort of Milli Monitor {such as the
excellent MlDlScope for the Macintosh,
available for free on many online ser-
vices] you might want to chech out what's
coming out of the EX-.5 Mlfll out. Some-



thing in the data stream might be confus-
ing the EPS-I6 Plus. Dtherwise, I think
your best bet is to contact Ensonio Cus-
tomer Service at 2I5-dd?’-3930.]

[Ensoniq - We are familiar with your
problem with the KX-.5. Basically, when
the ICX-.5 is first turned on it sends out a
dense stream of MIDI data Icontrollers,
resets etc. ,l that overloads the MIDI input
brgffer ofthe EPS-Id PLUS.

There is an easy workaroundfor you. The
XX-.'i can transmit on either MIDI chan-
nel I or 2. You could set up your EPS-Id
PLUS to receive on MIDI channel 2, so
when you turn on the ICX-§ the MIDI data
it generates going out on channel I will
be ignored by the EPS-Id PL US. Then set
your KX-5 to send on MIDI channel 2
and you're ready to pla_y.,l

BOOTEE

“ANTHONY FERRARA,
CONTEMPORY GUITARIST"
CassetteIEP, reviewed in July '92 llacker:

"This is, to date, the best example of a
demo tape that I have reviewed for the
Hacker," says columnist Daniel Mandel!

Send S5.5iJ, check or m.o., payable to:

Anthony Ferrara
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-Ensoniq SD1,KS32,t'tSH1D
Reg. It-;24¢95 Sale 19.95
Biacl-t Ftegency Only - Add $4.00 S&H

For these bi others call:

1-800-228-DUST(3878)
.-titastcrcardr visa accepted

The Le Cover Company
1223 Kingston Lane

Schaumburg, Ill. E0193

Use Ensoniq Disks on your lEilv1-PC
with our Ensoniq Diskette Manager.

Convert Standard MIDI Files tolfrom
Sequences for these keyboards:

ESE!-1 SB!-El] SD-1 SQ-2 KS-32
ASH-1tl VFK-ad SD-1 EPS EPS-15+

Gail new to order or for more information
on these and other software packages.

Giebler Enterprises



Postmaster: Please return Form 354? as soon as possible so
we can change our records. This is a monthly publication.
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R-Series
44 Meg Removable _
$629.0!)

; BB Meg Removable
$799.00

l Each unit comes complete with
sounds for the EPS
The Ft-Series includes a
cartridge and cable-
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No Hassle Selection

We fix and upgrade :
-i. _ ._-|
| , . |other manufacturers! '
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1 No Hassle Design No Hassle Service l
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Call 313-462-4181 to Place an Order
. BT50? Schc-cileraft Fic.-acl - Livc-nia, Ml 48150 i
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D-Series
D525Mb - $1,499 211
DIUSUMIJ - $2,248 211
D1900}/lb - $2,896 3L1

CDR-Series
CDR-CD-Rem-8 659
CDR-44 - $1,095
CDR-88 - $1,248

Z1 No Hassle Delivery
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